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THE KOTTWITZ CONJECTURE FOR UNITARY PEL TYPE

RAPOPORT–ZINK SPACES

ALEXANDER BERTOLONI MELI, KIEU HIEU NGUYEN

Abstract. In this paper we study the cohomology of PEL-type Rapoport–

Zink spaces associated to unramified unitary similitude groups over Qp in an

odd number of variables. We extend the results of Kaletha–Minguez–Shin–

White to construct a local Langlands correspondence for these groups and

prove an averaging formula relating the cohomology of Rapoport–Zink spaces

to this correspondence. We use this formula to prove the Kottwitz conjecture

for the groups we consider.
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1. Introduction

Shimura varieties play an important role in the global Langlands program, which
predicts a link between automorphic representations of linear algebraic groups and
Galois representations. Rapoport and Zink ([RZ96]) introduced p-adic analogues
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of Shimura varieties defined as moduli spaces of p-divisible groups with additional
structures. The ℓ-adic pℓ ‰ pq cohomology of these spaces should provide local
incarnations of the Langlands correspondences and this is the subject of the Kot-
twitz conjecture ([RV14, Conjecture 7.3]). The goal of this paper is to prove the
Kottwitz conjecture in the case of PEL type Rapoport–Zink spaces associated to
unramified unitary similitude groups over Qp in an odd number of variables. Prior
to our work, the conjecture was proven for Lubin-Tate spaces by [Boy99], [HT01]
and [Boy09]. By duality [Fal02], [FGL08], [SW20], the conjecture is also known in
the Drinfeld case. The case of basic unramified EL type Rapoport–Zink spaces was
proven by [Shi12b], [Far04] and the case of basic unramified PEL of unitary type
of signature p1, n´ 1q by [Ngu19]. Kaletha and Weinstein ([KHW17]) have proven,
for all local Shimura varieties, a weakened form of the Kottwitz conjecture where,
in particular, they do not consider the WEµ -action.

We now describe our results in more detail. One considers triples pG, b, µq such
that G is a connected reductive group over Qp and µ is a minuscule cocharacter
of G and b is an element of the Kottwitz set BpQp,G,´µq. Then Rapoport–Zink
attach to triples pG, b, µq of PEL-type a tower of rigid spaces MKp indexed by
compact open subgroups Kp Ă GpQpq.

Attached to the group G and the element b is a connected reductive group Jb
that is an inner form of a Levi subgroup of G. The element b is said to be basic
when Jb is in fact an inner form of G. The tower pMKpqKpĂGpQpq carries an action
of GpQpq ˆ JbpQpq ˆWEµ where Eµ is the field of definition of the conjugacy class
of µ. For each i ě 0 one can take the compactly supported ℓ-adic cohomology
Hi
cpMKp ,Qℓq of MKp and hence consider the cohomology space

Hi,jpG, b, µqrρs :“ lim
ÝÑ
Kp

Extj
JbpQpqpHi

cpMKp ,Qℓq, ρq.

Then the Kottwitz conjecture describes the homomorphism of Grothendieck
groups MantG,b,µ : GrothpJbpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEµq given by

MantG,b,µpρq :“
ÿ

i,j

p´1qi`jHi,jpG, b, µqrρsp´ dimM
anq,

in the case when b is basic and ρ is an irreducible admissible representation of
JbpQpq with supercuspidal L-parameter. This means that under the local Langlands
correspondence, the L-parameter ψρ :WQpˆSL2pCq Ñ LJb is trivial when restricted

to the SL2pCq factor and ψρ does not factor through a proper Levi subgroup of LJb.
The Kottwitz conjecture states that

Conjecture 1.1. For irreducible admissible representations ρ of JbpQpq with su-
percuspidal L-parameter, we have the following equality in GrothpGpQpq ˆWEµq:

MantG,b,µpρq “
ÿ

πPΠψρpGq

rπsrHom
Sψρ

pιwpρq b ιwpπq_, r´µ ˝ ψρq b | ¨ |´xρG,µys,

where ΠψρpGq is the L-packet of irreducible admissible representations of GpQpq
attached to ψρ.

We have not defined all the notation appearing in this conjecture, but this is
described in detail in §5.

The main goal of this paper is to prove Conjecture 1.1 when G “ GU is an
unramified unitary similitude group over Qp in an odd number of variables and the
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datum pGU, b, µq is basic and of PEL-type. Of course, to make sense of the Kot-
twitz conjecture for GU, one needs to establish the local Langlands correspondence
for this group and show it satisfies an expected list of desiderata. In particular,
one needs to check that the L-packet Πψρ has the expected structure determined

by finite group Sψρ related to the centralizer group of ψρ in pJb and satisfies the
endoscopic character identities.

Prior to this work, such a local Langlands correspondence was known for unitary
groups by the works [Mok15, Theorem 2.5.1, Theorem 3.2.1] and [Kal+14, Theorem
1.6.1]. These authors work with the arithmetic normalization of the local Langlands
correspondence whereby the Artin map is normalized so that uniformizers corre-
spond to arithmetic Frobenius morphisms. However, it is more convenient for us
to work with the opposite normalization. In Theorem 2.5 we use Kaletha’s results
in [Kal13] on the compatibility of local Langlands correspondence and the contra-
gredient to define a local Langlands correspondence for unitary groups under the
geometric normalization whereby the Artin map takes uniformizers to geometric
Frobenius morphisms.

We next construct a local Langlands correspondence for our groups GU by lifting
the result for unitary groups to the group U ˆ ZpGUq and then descending it to
GU. We can carry out such an analysis because the map U ˆ ZpGUq Ñ GU is a
surjection on Qp points for odd unitary groups. This property fails in the even case
and is in fact the main reason we consider odd unitary similitude groups. We get

Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 2.5, Theorem 2.9, §3.2). The local Langlands correspon-
dence for odd unitary similitude groups is known and satisfies the properties of
[Kal+14, Theorem 1.6.1], in particular, the endoscopic character identities.

With the local Langlands correspondence in hand, we can describe our proof
of Conjecture 1.1 for the groups we consider. Our method of proof is similar to
that of [Shi12b] and crucially uses the endoscopic averaging formulas of [BM21a].
We briefly describe these formulas. Suppose that He “ pH, s, Lηq is an elliptic
endoscopic datum for GU. Then there exists a complicated map

RedH
e

b : GrothstpHpQpqq Ñ GrothpJbpQpqq,

whose precise definition is given in §5.2. We remark that GrothstpHpQpqq denotes
the subgroup of GrothpHpQpqq with stable virtual character. Associated to each
tempered L-parameter ψH of H, we have a stable character denoted by SΘψH .

Suppose that ψ is an L-parameter of GU with parameter ψH of H such that
ψ “ Lη ˝ ψH. Then the endoscopic averaging formula is the following identity
in GrothpGUpQpq ˆWEµ :

(1.1)
ÿ

bPBpQp,GU,´µq

MantGU,b,µpRedH
e

b pSΘψHqq “

ÿ

ρ

ÿ

πpPΠψpGU,̺q

xπp, ηpsqy
trpηpsq | Vρq

dim ρ
πp b rρb | ¨ |´xρGU,µys,

where the first sum on the right-hand side is over irreducible factors of the repre-
sentation r´µ ˝ψ and Vρ is the ρ-isotypic part of r´µ ˝ψ. The averaging formula is
derived in [BM21a] under a substantial list of assumptions. In this paper, we verify
these assumptions for supercuspidal parameters and hence prove:
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Theorem 1.3. For supercuspidal parameters ψ of GU, the endoscopic averaging
formulas hold.

For the sake of completeness, we briefly recall the strategy of the proof of this
result as well as explain the important assumptions. The proof is via global meth-
ods. Thus we consider a global unitary similitude group GU defined over Q and a
Shimura variety Sh attached to GU which “globalizes” our Rapoport–Zink space.
In particular, we have GUQp “ GU. We deduce the averaging formula by combin-
ing the Mantovan formula ([Man05, Theorem 22], [LS18, Theorem 6.26])

(1.2) H˚
c pSh,Lξq “

ÿ

bPBpQp,GU,´µq

MantGU,b,µpH˚
c pIgb,Lξqq

and the trace formulas for Shimura and Igusa varieties ([Kot90, Theorem 7.2],
[Shi09, Theorem 13.1], [Shi10, Theorem 7.2]). We denote respectively byH˚

c pSh,Lξq
and H˚

c pIgb,Lξq the alternating sums of the compactly supported cohomology of
Shimura and Igusa varieties evaluated at the ℓ-adic sheaf Lξ associated to some
irreducible algebraic representation ξ of GU.

To carry out this approach, we need to define globalA-parameters ofGU without
referring to the conjectural global Langlands group. We do so by adapting Arthur’s
approach (also used in [Mok15] and [Kal+14]) where global parameters correspond
to self-dual formal sums of cuspidal automorphic representations of GLn. For us,

a parameter ψ of GU consists of a pair p 9ψ, χq such that 9ψ is a global parameter
of U˚ in the sense of [Mok15] and χ is an automorphic character of ZpGUqpAq.
We attach global A-packets to these parameters in the generic case and prove they
satisfy the global multiplicity formula (Proposition 2.23).

One important step in the proof of the averaging formula is the process of sta-
bilisation and destabilisation of the trace formula for the cohomology of Shimura
and Igusa varieties following [Kot90] and [Shi10]. The goal is to relate both sides
of the equality (1.2) to the global multiplicity formula. In order to achieve this,
we need to prove a technical hypothesis concerning stable orbital integrals. More
precisely, let H be an endoscopic group of GU and fH a test function satisfying
some local “cuspidality” conditions. We want to show that STH

ellpf
Hq “ STH

discpf
Hq

where STH
ellpf

Hq is a sum of stable orbital integrals of H with respect to fH and
STH

discpf
Hq is, loosely speaking, the traces of all automorphic representations of

HpAq evaluated against fH. This hypothesis is proven in Section §4.2.
Once we have done the destabilisation step, we can put everything into Equation

(1.2) and derive the averaging formula. However, at this point the equality (1.2) is
still quite complicated and we need to solve a lifting problem in order to extract the
desired information. More precisely, for our choice of connected reductive group
GU over Q such that GUQp “ GU and a cuspidal L-parameter ψ of GUQp ,

we need to construct global L-parameters 9ψ lifting ψ and satisfying a number of
conditions. For instance, we need to precisely control the centralizer group of ψ

in yGUQp . These lifting problems are studied in [Art13b], [Kal+14] and we adapt
their arguments to the unitary similitude case (Section §4.3).

With the endoscopic averaging formula in hand, we prove the Kottwitz conjecture

in §6. To do so, we observe that RedH
e

b pSΘψHq “ 0 whenever b is non-basic and
ψ is supercuspidal. Hence, in this case, the only term on the left-hand side of the
endoscopic averaging formula is the one for b basic. We then combine the formulas
for each elliptic He to deduce the conjecture.
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2. Automorphic representations

2.1. The groups. Let F be a field of characteristic 0, E a quadratic extension of F
and fix an algebraic closure F . Let J P GLnpF q be the anti-diagonal matrix defined
by J “ pJi,jq such that Ji,j “ p´1qi`1δi,n`1´j . We now define quasi-split groups

U˚
E{F pnq and GU˚

E{F pnq over F as follows. We define U˚
E{F pnqpF q “ GLnpF q and

GU˚
E{F pnqpF q “ GLnpF q ˆ GL1pF q. Then we give GU˚

E{F pnqpF q an action of

ΓF :“ GalpF {F q whereby σ P GalpF {F q acts by

σGU :

#
pg, cq ÞÑ pσpgq, σpcqq σ P ΓE

pg, cq ÞÑ pcJσpgq´tJ´1, σpcqq σ R ΓE
.

We get an action of ΓF on U˚
E{F pnqpF q by restriction.

We also need to define slightly more general groups GpU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Ukq˚ defined
by

GpU˚pn1qˆ ...ˆU˚pnkqq :“
 

pg1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gkq P GU˚
1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ GU˚

k |cpg1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ cpgkq
(
.

In this paper, we only need to consider the case where F is one of Qv or Q. We
now fix for once and for all a prime p and a quadratic imaginary extension E{Q
that is inert at p. At each place v of Q we get a rank two etale algebra Ev over
Qv. Since we will not change E, we can unambiguously use the notations U˚pnq
and GU˚

n for the global groups we have defined and U˚
Qv

pnq and GU˚
Qv

pnq for the

local groups (for v that do not split over E).
The global groups we consider in this paper will be inner forms of GU˚

n coming
from hermitian forms. Namely, let V be an n-dimensional E-vector space equipped
with a hermitian form x‚, ‚y. Let GUpV q, (resp. UpV q) be the algebraic groups
defined over Q by

GUpV qpRq “ tpg, cpgqq P GLpVbQRqˆGmpRq | xgx, gyy “ cpgqxx, yy, x, y P VbQRu

UpV qpRq “ tg P GLpV bQ Rq | xgx, gyy “ xx, yy, x, y P V bQ Ru

for any Q-algebra R.
In this paper we will assume that n is an odd number and that the localization

GUpV qQv at every finite place v is quasi-split. Such groups exist and the quasi-split
condition we impose at the finite places does not constrain the isomorphism class
of the group at the archimedean place. Indeed we can define

Ir,s :“

ˆ
Ir 0
0 ´Is

˙
,

where Ir is the rˆ r identity matrix. Then for V an n-dimensional E-vector space,

xx, yy :“ σpxqtIr,sy,

for r` s odd and σ P ΓE{Q the nontrivial element, gives a unitary similitude group
of type pr, sq at the archimedean place that is quasi-split at the finite places.
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We need to verify that the groups GUpV q and UpV q arise as extended pure inner
twists of GU˚pnq and U˚pnq respectively. Recall that a group G over F arises as an
extended pure inner twist of G˚ if there exists a tuple p̺, zq such that ̺ : G˚ Ñ G

is an isomorphism over some finite extension K{F and z P Z1
baspE3pK{F q, G˚pKqq

is such that for each σ P ΓK{F and each e P E3pK{F q projecting to σ, we have

̺´1 ˝ σp̺q “ Intpzpeqq.

The set Z1
baspE3pK{F q, G˚pKqq is defined as in [Kot14]. In the case that G˚ has

connected center, it is known by [Kot14, Proposition 10.4] that all inner twists of G˚

come from extended pure inner twists. In our case, we have ZpU˚pnqq “ Up1q and
ZpGU˚pnqq “ ResE{QGm so this is indeed the case. We can also consider extended
pure inner twists for connected reductive groups over F “ Qv. The definition is
the same except for we have z P Z1

baspEisopK{F q, G˚pKqq (where EisopK{F q is the
local gerb EpK{F q in [Kot14]). As in [Kot14], we define:

BpF,Gq :“ lim
ÐÝ
K

H1
baspE3pK{F q, GpKqq

for F a number field and

BpF,Gq :“ lim
ÐÝ
K

H1
baspEisopK{F q, GpKqq,

for F a finite extension of Qv.
A maximal torus T defined over Qv of GU˚

Qv
pnq and with maximal split rank is

given by the diagonal subgroup. We have

T pQvq “
 

pt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnq P pEˆ
v qn|Dc P Qˆ

v ,@i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu, tiσptn`1´iq “ c
(
.

The maximal split subtorus of T is isomorphic to pQˆ
v q

n´1

2 ˆ Qˆ
v . The relative

Weyl group is Wre “ pZ{2Zq
n´1

2 ¸ Sn´1

2

where Sn´1

2

is the permutation group of

t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´1
2

u. The normalizer of A inside GU˚pnqpQvq is generated by A and the
following elements:

Si,j “

¨
˚̊
˝

I
i,j
n´1

2

1

I
n`1

2
´i,n`1

2
´j

n´1

2

˛
‹‹‚, Ak “ I

n`1

2
´k,n`1

2
`k

n

where 1 ď i, j, k ď n´1
2

and Ii,jn is the matrix with 1 in the positions pi, jq, pj, iq
and pk, kq for k ‰ i, j and 0 elsewhere.

A minimal parabolic subgroup of GU˚
Qv

pnq is

Pmin “

$
’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’%

¨
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̊
˚̋

t1 ˚
. . .

tn´1

2

x

cσpt´1
n´1

2

q

. . .

0 cσpt´1
1 q

˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚

|ti, x P Eˆ
v , xσpxq “ c

,
///////////.
///////////-

č
GU˚pnqpQvq.
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From the description of unitary similitude groups, we see that there is an embed-
ding Eˆ

v ãÑ ZpGUqpQvq given by t ÞÝÑ diagpt, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tq. The tuple pPmin, T, tEi,i`1u1ďiďn´1q
gives a ΓQv -stable splitting of U˚

Qv
pnq.

We can identify {GU˚
Qv

pnq with GLnpCq ˆ Cˆ and {U˚
Qv

pnq with GLnpCq. We fix

the standard F -splittings of GLnpCqˆCˆ and GLnpCq consisting of the ppT , pB, tEi,i`1u1ďiďn´1q

where pT and pB are the diagonal subgroup and upper triangular subgroup respec-
tively. The action of the Weil group WQv on these dual groups factors through
GalpEv{Qvq and the non-trivial element σ of WEv{Qv acts via

σppg, cqq “ pJg´tJ´1, c detpgqq

and

σpgq “ pJg´tJq

respectively (see [Mor10, pg 38] for details).
A maximal torus defined over Qv of GpU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆUkq˚

Qv
with maximal split rank

is given by

T “

"
ppt1,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t1,n1

q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ptk,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tk,nkqq
P pEˆ

v qn1`¨¨¨nk

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ Dc P Qˆ

v ,@i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ku,@j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , niu
ti,jσpti,ni`1´jq “ c

*
.

If we denote I, resp. J the set of indexes i such that ni is odd, resp. even, then
a maximal split sub-torus of T is isomorphic to

A “ Qˆ
p ˆ p

ź

iPI

pQˆ
p q

ni´1

2 q ˆ p
ź

jPJ

pQˆ
p q

nj
2 q.

And the relative Weyl group is

Wre “ p
ź

iPI

pZ{2Zq
ni´1

2 ¸ Sni´1

2

q ˆ p
ź

jPJ

pZ{2Zq
nj
2 ¸ Snj

2

q.

Lemma 2.1. We have the equality GpU˚pn1qˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆU˚pnkqqpQvq “ pU˚pn1qˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ
U˚pnkqqpQvqEˆ

v where Eˆ
v embeds into GpU˚pn1q ˆ ...ˆU˚pnkqq˚ via the diagonal

embedding.

Proof. For simplicity, we prove the equality when k “ 1. The general case follows
by the same argument.

We just need to show that cpEˆ
v q “ cpGU˚pnqpQvqq. Because GU˚pnqpQvq is

quasi-split, we have the Bruhat decomposition GU˚pnqpQvq “
ž

wPWre

Pmin ¨w ¨Pmin.

We see that cpPmin ¨w ¨Pminq “ cpPmin ¨wq and cpwq “ 1 by the above description of
the normalizer of A. Hence, cpGU˚pnqpQpqq “ cpPminq and then cpGU˚pnqpQpqq “
cpT q since cpUPmin

q “ 1 where UPmin
is the unipotent radical of Pmin. By the

assumption n is odd and the description of T , we have cpGU˚pnqpQvqq “ txσpxq|x P
Eˆ
v u. Moreover, by the above injection Eˆ

v ãÑ ZpGU˚pnqqpQvq, we also see that
cpEˆ

v q “ txσpxq|x P Eˆ
v u. Therefore cpEˆ

v q “ cpGU˚pnqpQvqq. �

We now recall some facts from the theory of endoscopy.

Definition 2.2. (cf. [BM21a, Definition 2.1]) A refined endoscopic datum for G a
connected reductive group over F is a triple pH, s, ηq such that

‚ H is a quasisplit reductive group over F .
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‚ s P ZppHqΓF

‚ η : pH Ñ pG such that the conjugacy class of η is ΓF -stable and ηppHq “
Z pGpηpsqq˝.

Suppose that pH, s, ηq, pH1, s1, η1q are refined endoscopic data. Then we say that
an isomorphism α : H Ñ H1 is an isomorphism of endoscopic data if pαps1q “ s and

η ˝ pα and η1 are conjugate in pG.

We say that a refined endoscopic datum pH, s, ηq is elliptic if pZppHqΓF q˝ Ă ZppGq.
We denote the set of isomorphism classes of refined endoscopic data of G by

ErpGq.

We record a set of representatives for the isomorphism classes of refined elliptic
endoscopic data for U˚pn1q ˆ ... ˆ U˚pnkq and GpU˚pn1q ˆ ... ˆ U˚pnkqq. The
description will be analogous in the local case. Compare with [Mor10, Proposition
2.3.1] but note that we have more isomorphism classes because we consider refined
endoscopic data. For each i, choose non-negative natural numbers n`

i and n´
i such

that n`
i ` n´

i “ ni.
Then, in the unitary case, let H be the group U˚pn`

1 q ˆU˚pn´
1 q ˆ ...ˆU˚pn`

k q ˆ
U˚pn´

k q, let η be the block diagonal embedding of dual groups and let
s “ pIn`

1

,´In´
1

, ..., In`
k
,´In´

k
q. These elliptic endoscopic data are all non-isomorphic

and give a representative of each elliptic isomorphism class.
In the unitary similitude case we let H be GpU˚pn`

1 q ˆU˚pn´
1 q ˆ ...ˆU˚pn`

k q ˆ
U˚pn´

k qq, let η be the block diagonal embedding of dual groups, and let s “
pIn`

1

,´In´
1

, ..., In`
k
,´In´

k
, 1q. We further require that n´

1 ` ...` n´
k is even.

In each case, we can extend η to get a map Lη of L-groups. This is done explicitly
in [Mor10, Proposition 2.3.2] (c.f [Kal+14, pg52]).

2.2. Automorphic representations of unitary groups. We start by consider-
ing a local field Qv for v any place of Q. The local Langlands group is defined
by LQv :“ WR if v “ 8 and by WQp ˆ SUp2q if v “ p is a prime. We also set
LG “ pG ¸ WQv as a topological group where pG is the Langlands dual group of G.

In our case we see that
L
U˚

Qv
pnq “ GLnpCq˙WQv and the groupWEv acts trivially

on GLnpCq.

Definition 2.3. A local L-parameter for a connected reductive group G defined
over Qv is a continuous morphism φ : LQv ÝÑ LG which commutes with the

canonical projections of LQv and LG to WQv and such that φ sends semisimple
elements to semisimple elements.

We denote ΦpGq the set of pG-conjugacy classes of L-parameters. An L-parameter

φ is called bounded, resp. discrete, if its image in LG projects to a relatively

compact subset of pG, resp. if its image is not contained in any proper parabolic
subgroup of LG. We denote by ΦbddpGq, resp. Φ2pGq the subsets of ΦpGq consisting
of bounded L-parameters (resp. discrete parameters).

For global classifications, we will also need the notion of a local Arthur parameter.

Definition 2.4. A local A-parameter for a connected reductive group G defined
over Qv is a continuous morphism ψ : LQv ˆ SUp2q ÝÑ LG such that the image of
ψ|LQv

is a bounded L -parameter.
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We denote by ΨpGq the set of equivalence classes of A-parameters. We also
denote the set Ψ`pGq of the equivalence classes of continuous morphisms ψ as above
but where ψ|LQv

is not necessarily bounded . An A-parameter ψ (or ψ P Ψ`pGq)
is said to be generic if ψ|SUp2q is trivial.

We also have a “base change” morphism of L-groups ([Mok15, page 9]):

ηB :
L
U˚

Qv
pnq ÝÑ

L
ResEv{Qv pGLn,Evq,

which allows us to identify the L-parameters of U˚
Qv

pnq with self-dual L-parameters

of GLn,Ev . In particular, if φ P ΦpGq is an L-parameter then its image by the base
change map is just Φ|LEv

.

For each A-parameter ψ P Ψ`pGq we define centralizer groups as below, which
play an important role in the local and global theory:

Sψ :“ CentpImψ, pGq, Sψ :“ Sψ{ZppGqΓ, Sψ :“ π0pSψq,

Srad
ψ :“ pSψ X pGderq

˝, S
6
ψ :“ Sψ{Srad

ψ .

We also need to introduce some notation for representations. We denote the
set of isomorphism classes of irreducible admissible representations of a connected
reductive group G by ΠpGq. We denote the set of tempered, essentially square inte-
grable, and unitary representations by ΠtemppGq, Π2pGq, and ΠunitpGq respectively.
We denote ΠtemppGq X Π2pGq by Π2,temppGq.

The following theorem gives the local Langlands correspondence for extended
pure inner twists of U˚

Qv
pnq. We first fix some more notation.

Fix an odd natural number n and let U and p̺, zq be an extended pure inner

twist of U˚
Qv

pnq. Fix a ΓQv invariant splitting of pU. Then p̺, zq induces a unique

isomorphism pU – {U˚
Qv

pnq preserving the chosen ΓQv -splittings. The cocycle z and
the map

BpQv,Uq Ñ X˚pZppUqΓQv q

defines a character χz P X˚pZppUqΓQv q by z ÞÑ χz . Fix a non-trivial character
ϕ : Qv Ñ Cˆ. Together with our chosen splitting of U˚

Qv
pnq, this gives a Whittaker

datum w of U˚
Qv

pnq. Attached to each refined endoscopic datum pH, s, ηq of U

we have a canonical local transfer factor ∆rw, ̺, zs normalized as in [BM21a, §4.1].
These transfer factors correspond to the ∆D factors of [KS12, §5]. Since U is simply
connected, we can extend η to a map Lη of L-groups.

We stress that in this paper, we are using the geometric normalization of the
Langlands correspondence. This means that our Artin map is normalized to map
a geometric Frobenius morphism to a uniformizer and explains why we normalize
our transfer factors using the ∆D normalization. This normalization is consistent
with [HT01] and [BM21a] but is the inverse of the normalization in [Kal+14].

Theorem 2.5. ([Kal+14, Theorem. 1.6.1], [Mok15, Theorem. 2.5.1, Theorem.
3.2.1])

Fix an odd natural number n and let U and p̺, zq be an extended pure inner twist
of U˚

Qv
pnq. Fix a non-trivial character ϕ : Qv Ñ Cˆ. Together with our chosen

splitting of U˚
Qv

pnq, this gives a Whittaker datum w of U˚
Qv

pnq. Then,

(1) For each generic ψ P ΨpU˚
Qv

pnqq, there exists a finite set ΠψpU, ̺q endowed

with a morphism to ΠunitpUq. Our choice of w defines a map

ιw : ΠψpU, ̺q ÝÑ IrrpS6
ψ, χzq, π ÞÑ xπ,´y,
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where IrrpS6
ψ, χzq denotes the set of irreducible representations of S6

ψ re-

stricting on ZppUqΓQv to χz.
(2) The morphism ΠψpU, ̺q ÝÑ ΠunitpUq is injective and its image is contained

in ΠtemppUq. If Qv is non-Archimedean then the map ΠψpU, ̺q ÝÑ IrrpS6
ψq

is a bijection.
(3) For each π P ΠunitpUq in the image of ΠψpU, ̺q, the central character ωπ :

ZpUq ÝÑ Cˆ has a Langlands parameter given by the composition

LQv

φψ
ÝÝÑ LU

det¸id
ÝÝÝÝÑ Cˆ ¸WQv .

(4) Let pH, s, Lηq be a refined endoscopic datum and let ψH P ΨpHq be a generic
parameter such that Lη ˝ ψH “ ψ. If fH P HpHq and f P HpUq are two
∆rw, ̺, zs-matching functions then we have
ÿ

πHPΠ
ψH pHq

xπH, sψHytrpπH | fHq “ epUq
ÿ

πPΠψpU,̺q

xπ, Lηpsq ¨ sψytrpπ | fq,

where ep¨q is the Kottwitz sign.
(5) We have

ΠtemppUq “
ž

ψPΦbddpU˚
Qv

pnqq

ΠψpU, ̺q

and
Π2, temppUq “

ž

ψPΦ2, bddpU˚
Qv

pnqq

ΠψpU, ̺q.

Proof. The contents of this theorem appear in the works of Mok ([Mok15, Theorem
2.5.1]) and Kaletha–Minguez–Shin–White ([Kal+14, Theorem 1.6.1]) except using
the arithmetic normalization of the Langlands correspondence. Hence our main
task is to explain how we can use these arithmetically normalized correspondences
to define a geometrically normalized correspondence.

For ψ P ΨpU˚
Qv

pnqq a generic parameter, we let ΠAψ pU, ̺q denote the packet of

representations assigned to ψ by [Kal+14, Theorem 1.6.1] (the letter A stands for
arithmetic normalization) and define ΠψpU, ̺q to consist of the contragredients
of the representations in ΠAψ pU, ̺q. By the compatibility of the local Langlands

correspondence with contragredients (proven in our case in Proposition 2.7, cf.
[Kal13, Equation (1.2)]), this is the same as saying that the packet ΠψpU, ̺q of
[Kal+14] is assigned to the parameter LC ˝ ψ where LC is the extension to LU˚

Qv

of the Chevalley involution, pC, of pG as described in [Kal13, p. 3-4].
We now define ιw. For convenience, we will denote by ιAw the maps given by the

arithmetic normalization. Then we define for π_ P ΠψpU, ̺q that

ιwpπ_q “ ιA
w´1pπq_,

where if w is the Whittaker datum pB,ψQv q, then w´1 is the datum pB,ψ´1
Qv

q.
Equivalently by taking the contragredient, we have

ιwpπq “ ιAwpπq ˝ pC´1.

We now verify the endoscopy character identity which is (4) in the theorem. Fix
f P HpUq and fH P HpHq a ∆rw, ̺, zs-matching function.

By Lemma 3.5, we have that if iU : UpQpq Ñ UpQpq is the inverse map, then
fH ˝ iH and f ˝ iU are matching for the transfer factors ∆1rw´1, ̺, zs with respect
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to the endoscopic datum pH, s´1, Lηq. We use the letter ∆ (“ ∆D) resp. ∆1 to
denote the transfer factors that are compatible with the geometric normalization
resp. arithmetic normalization of the local Artin reciprocity map. Then we will
show in Proposition 2.6 that

ÿ

πHPΠ
ψH pHq

xπH, sψHytrpπH | fHq “
ÿ

πHPΠALCH˝ψH
pHq

xπH, sψHytrpπH | fHq

“
ÿ

πHPΠA
ψH

pHq

xπH, sψHytrpπH | fH ˝ iHq.

We now apply the endoscopic character identity proven in [Kal+14, Theorem
1.6.1] to get that the above equals

epUq
ÿ

πPΠA
ψ

pU,̺q

trpιA
w´1pπq | Lηps´1q ¨ sψqtrpπ | f ˝ iq

“epUq
ÿ

πPΠψpU,̺q

trpιwpπq_ | Lηps´1q ¨ sψqtrpπ_ | f ˝ iq.

Now, since trpπ_ | fq “ trpπ | f ˝ iq (by Lemma 2.8), we get that the above equals

epUq
ÿ

πPΠψpU,̺q

trpιwpπq | Lηpsq ¨ sψqtrpπ | fq,

as desired. �

Proposition 2.6. Let ψ P ΨpU˚
Qv

pnqq be a tempered Langlands parameter. Then

we have an equality of linear forms on HpU˚
Qv

pnqq
ÿ

πPΠA
ψ

pUq

xπ, sψytrpπ | fq “
ÿ

πPΠA
LCU˝ψ

pUq

xπ, sψytrpπ | f ˝ iUq.

Proof. Thanks to the results in [Mok15], [Kal+14], the arguments in [Kal13, The-
orem 4.8] also work in our case. Indeed, the group U˚

Qv
pnq can be extended to an

endoscopic datum e “ pU˚
Qv

pnq,U , s, ξq of the triple pGLn, θ, 1q for a suitable outer
automorphism of GLn preserving the standard splitting. Then ξ ˝ ψ is a Lang-
lands parameter of GLn and denote by ρ the representation of GLnpQpq assigned
to ξ ˝ ψ by the local Langlands correspondence. There is a unique isomorphism
X : ρ ÝÑ ρ ˝ θ which preserves the w-Whittaker functionals. Then we have the
distribution

fn ÞÝÑ TΘw

ξ˝ψpfnq “ tr
´
v ÞÝÑ

ż

GLnpQpq

fnpgqρpgqXvdg
¯
.

Then by [Mok15, Theorem 3.2.1] and [Kal+14, Theorem 1.6.1 (4)] the linear form

f ÞÝÑ SΘψpfq “
ÿ

πPΠA
ψ

pUq

xπ, sψytrpπ | fq is the unique distribution on HpU˚
Qv

pnqq

having the properties that

SΘψpfq “ TΘw

ξ˝ψpfnq

for all f P HpU˚
Qv

pnqq and fn P HpGLnpQpqq such that the pθ, ωq-twisted orbital

integrals of fn match the stable integrals of f with respect to ∆1rw, e, zes.
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Once we have this characterization, the proof of [Kal13, Theorem 4.8] works
without any change since Proposition 4.4, Corollary 4.5 and Corollary 4.7 in loc.
cit. are valid for quasi-split unitary groups. �

Proposition 2.7. Let ψ P ΨpU˚
Qv

pnqq be a tempered Langlands parameter and w

be a Whittaker datum. Let π be a representation in ΠAψ pUq and denote ιAwpπq “ ρ.
Then

‚ The contragredient representation π_ belongs to the L-packet ΠALC˝ψ
pUq,

‚ ιA
w´1pπ_q “ pρ ˝ C´1q_.

Proof. These results are completely analogous to [Kal13, Theorem 4.9]. The same
arguments carry over to our case since an analogue of Theorem 4.8 in loc.cit. is
still valid for unitary groups (Proposition 2.6). �

We also have the following basic fact.

Lemma 2.8. For pπ, V q an admissible representation of GpQpq for G a reductive
group and f P HpGq, we have

trpπ_ | fq “ trpπ | f ˝ iq.

Proof. Pick some compact open K Ă GpQpq such that f is K-bi-invariant. Let
pπ_, V _q denote the contragredient of π so that V _ Ă V ˚ is the subspace of smooth
vectors in the dual vector space V ˚ of V . Then we note that pV _qK “ pV Kq˚ since
each vector in pV ˚qK is by definition smooth.

The operator π_pfq acts on pV Kq˚ as the dual of the operator πpf ˝ iq. Indeed
for v˚ P pV Kq˚ and w P V K

π_pfqv˚pwq “

ż

GpQpq

fpgqπ_pgqv˚pwqdg

“

ż

GpQpq

pf ˝ iqpg´1qv˚pπpg´1qwqdg

“ v˚

¨
˚̋

ż

GpQpq

pf ˝ iqpgqπpgqwdg

˛
‹‚

“ πpf ˝ iq˚v˚pwq,

where the third equality uses that G is unimodular. This implies the desired equality
of traces. �

When we consider global parameters, we will also need a version of Theorem
2.5 for ψ P Ψ`pU˚

Qv
pnqq. The following theorem is essentially contained within the

union of the remarks in [Mok15, pg33] and [Kal+14, §1.6.4].

Theorem 2.9. Fix an odd natural number n and let U and p̺, zq be an extended
pure inner twist of U˚

Qv
pnq. Fix a non-trivial character ϕ : Qv Ñ Cˆ. Together

with our chosen splitting of U˚
Qv

pnq, this gives a Whittaker datum w of U˚
Qv

pnq.
Then,
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(1) For each generic ψ P Ψ`pU˚
Qv

pnqq, there exists a finite set ΠψpU, ̺q of
possibly reducible or non-unitary representations of U. Our choice of w

defines a map

ιw : ΠψpU, ̺q ÝÑ IrrpS6
ψ, χzq, π ÞÑ xπ,´y,

where IrrpS6
ψ , χzq denotes the set of irreducible representations of S6

ψ with

central character χz. Each π P ΠψpU, ̺q has a central character ωπ, these
characters are the same for each element of ΠψpU, ̺q.

(2) Let pH, s, Lηq be a refined endoscopic datum and let ψH P Ψ`pHq be a
generic parameter such that Lη ˝ ψH “ ψ. If fH P HpHq and f P HpUq are
two ∆rw, ̺, zs-matching functions then we have
ÿ

πHPΠ
ψH pHq

xπH, sψHytrpπH | fHq “ epUq
ÿ

πPΠψpU,̺q

xπ, Lηpsq ¨ sψytrpπ | fq,

where ep¨q is the Kottwitz sign.

Proof. We sketch the proof following ideas in [Kal+14] and [Mok15]. The proof
of (1) is in [Kal+14, §1.6.4]. They choose a standard parabolic subgroup P˚ “
M˚NP˚ of U˚

Qv
pnq that transfers to U, a parameter ψM˚ P ΨpM˚q and a character

λ P HomQv pM˚,Gmq such that the induced central parameter φλ : WQv Ñ LM˚

satisfies that ψM˚ ¨ φλ agrees with ψ under the L-embedding LM˚ ãÑ LU˚
Qv

pnq.

Choose a representative p̺, zq in its equivalence class so that the restriction p̺M˚ , zM˚ q
to M˚ is also an extended pure inner twist.

They then define ΠψpU, ̺M˚ q by

ΠψpU, ̺q :“ tIUP pπM b χλq | πM P Πψ
M˚ pM,̺M˚ qu,

where IGP denotes normalized parabolic induction and χλ is the character ofMpQvq
corresponding to λ. Note that by definition of parabolic induction, if πM has central

character ωπM , then IUP pπM q will have central character δ
1

2

PωπM . Since each element
of ΠψM˚ pM,̺M˚ q has the same central character, this will also be true of ΠψpU, ̺q.

From the explicit description of Sψ given in [Kal+14, pg 62], it follows that Sψ “

SψM˚ . In [Kal+14, §1.6.4] they show that Srad
ψ Zp {U˚

Qv
pnqqΓQv “ Srad

ψ ZpyM˚qΓQv

and that χz and χz
M˚ both extend uniquely to give the same character χ̃z of

Srad
ψ Zp {U˚

Qv
pnqqΓQv that is trivial on Srad

ψ . Now, we have an identification

IrrpS6
ψ , χzq “ IrrpS6

ψM˚
, χzM˚ q,

since both parametrize irreducible representations of Sψ that restrict to χ̃z on

Srad
ψ Zp {U˚

Qv
pnqqΓQv . One can now define

xπ, sy “ xπM , sM˚ y

for s P S6
ψ.

It remains to verify the endoscopic character identity. Fix a refined endoscopic
datum pH, s, Lηq for U˚

Qv
pnq such that ψ “ Lη ˝ ψH for some ψH P Ψ`pHq. Then

Lηpsq P Sψ Ă xM . By [BM21a, Proposition 3.10], there exists a refined endo-
scopic datum pHM˚ , sM˚ , LηM˚ q and parameter ψHM˚ P ΨpHM˚ q corresponding
to the pair pψM˚ , Lηpsqq. It is clear from construction that under the map Y :
ErpM˚q Ñ ErpU˚

Qv
q of [BM21a, §2.5], the image of the class of pHM˚ , sM˚ , LηM˚ q

equals the class of pH, s, Lηq. Now by [BM21a, Proposition 2.20], we can choose
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a refined datum equivalent to pHM˚ , sM˚ , LηM˚ q fitting into an embedded datum
pH,HM˚ , s, Lηq. We observe that HM˚ is a Levi subgroup of H.

Now, Lη|M˚ induces a map ZpyM˚q ãÑ ZpzHM˚ q and hence φλ yields a central
parameter ψλH

of LHM˚ . It is easy to see that by definition ψHM˚ ¨ φλH
“ ψH

under the natural inclusion LHM˚ ãÑ LH. Hence, we can define a packet ΠψHpHq
and pairing

x¨, ¨y : ΠΨHpHq ˆ S
6
ψH Ñ Cˆ,

using the above procedure.
We need to verify that the resulting pairing satisfy the endoscopic character

identity. Let f, fH be ∆rw, ̺, zs-matching functions. Let fP P HpM˚q and fH

P˚
H

P

HpHM˚ q be the corresponding constant term functions. By the paragraph at the
top of page 237 and the remark on page 239 of [Dij72] it follows that

trpIUP pπM q | fq “ trpπM | fP q,

and similarly for fH
P˚

H

. We can restrict the splitting of U˚
Qv

pnq to M˚ and together

with the character φ, this gives a Whittaker datum wM˚ . By [BM21a, Proposition
5.3], the corresponding canonical transfer factor ∆rwM˚ , ̺M˚ , zM˚ s satisfies

∆rwM˚ , ̺M˚ , zM˚ spγH, γq “ |D
U˚

Qv
pnq

M˚ pγq|´
1

2 |DH
HM˚

pγHq|
1

2∆rw, ̺, zspγH, γq

for regular γ P M˚pQvq, γH P HM˚ pQvq and where we recall that DG
M pγq is defined

to equal detp1 ´ adpmqq|LiepGqzLiepMq.

We now claim that fP and fH

P˚
H

are ∆rwM˚ , ̺M˚ , zM˚ s-matching. If we can

show this then we will have

ÿ

πHPΠ
ψH pHq

xπH, sψHytrpπH | fHq “
ÿ

πH
M˚ PΠ

ψ
H
M˚ pHM˚ q

xπHM˚ , sψytrpπHM˚ | fH

P˚
H

q

“ epMq
ÿ

πMPΠψ
M˚

pM,̺M˚ q

xπM ,
Lηpsq ¨ sψ

M˚ ytrpπM | fP q

“ epUq
ÿ

πPΠψpU,̺q

xπ, Lηpsq ¨ sψytrpπ | fq,

as desired. Note that in the above we use that epMq “ epUq which is part of the
proposition on page 292 of [Kot83].

Suppose γH P HM˚ pQvq and γ P MpQvq are strongly regular elements that
transfer to each other. Then by [Dij72, Lemma 9], we have the following equality
of orbital integrals (and analogously for fH):

OU
γ pfq “ |DU

M pγq|´
1

2OMγ pfP q,
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and hence, since f and fH are ∆rw, ̺, zs-matching:

SO
HM˚
γH pfH

P˚
H

q “ |DH
HM˚

pγHq|
1

2SOH
γH

pfHq

“ |DH
HM˚

pγHq|
1

2

ÿ

γ1„stγ

∆rw, ̺, zspγH, γ
1qOU

γ1 pfq

“ |DH
HM˚

pγHq|
1

2 |DU
M pγq|´

1

2

ÿ

γ1„st,Uγ

∆rw, ̺, zspγH, γ
1qOMγ1 pfP q

“
ÿ

γ1„st,Mγ

∆rwM˚ , ̺M˚ , zM˚ spγH, γ
1qOMγ1 pfP q,

as desired. Note that we use that the number of conjugacy classes of γ in the
stable class is the same for U and M (this follows from the injection H1pQv,Mq ãÑ
H1pQv,Uq).

�

The global classification

We now consider the global situation. Recall that we have fixed a quadratic
imaginary extension E{Q and are considering global unitary groups U “ UpV q that
are quasi-split at the finite places and with fixed quasi-split inner form U˚pnq. Due
to the lack of global L-group, we rely on the cuspidal automorphic representations
of GLnpAEq to define the notion of global parameters as in [Art13b] (cf. [Kal+14]).
Let ΨpNq denote the set of all formal sums

ψn “ ℓ1pπ1 b ν1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ℓrpπr b νrq,

where ℓi are positive integers, πi are cuspidal automorphic representations of GLnpAEq
and νi are algebraic representations of SLnpCq such that πibνi are pairwise disjoint.

We denote pπbνq˚ “ π˚ bν where π˚ “ pπcq_ the conjugate dual representation
of π. Now for ψ “ ℓ1pπ1 b ν1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ℓrpπr b νrq, we say that ψ is self-dual if there
exists an involution i ÞÝÑ i˚ of t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ru such that pπi b νiq

˚ “ πi˚ b νi˚ and
ℓi “ ℓi˚ . From a self-dual formal sum ψn, we can construct a group Lψn and a
map ([Mok15, p. 22, 23, definition 2.4.3])

rψn : Lψn ˆ SL2pCq ÝÑ LGLn,E .

Recall that we have a base change map ηB :
L
U˚pnq ÝÑ LGLn,E .

Definition 2.10. The set of global L-parameters ΨpU˚pnq, ηBq of U˚pnq is the

set consisting of pairs pψn, rψq where ψn is a self-dual formal sum and rψ : Lψn ˆ

SL2pCq ÝÑ
L
U˚pnq is a map such that Ăψn “ ηB ˝ rψ.

We remark that rψ is determined by the base change map ηB and rψn, and as in

the local case, from the map rψ, we can define various centralizer groups S rψ, S rψ,

S rψ, S
6
rψ.

There is a localization morphism ψ ÞÝÑ ψv from ΨpU˚pnqq to Ψ`pU˚
Qv

pnqq
[Mok15, p. 18, 19]. More precisely, if v is a place of Q that splits in E then
Ev “ Ew ˆ Ew and U˚

Qv
pnq – GLn,Ew where w, w are the primes of E above v.

Moreover, there is an identification Qv “ Ew and therefore we can define ψv “ ψnw.
If v is a place of Q that does not split in E then Ev is a quadratic extension of Qv.
By [Mok15, Theorem. 2.4.10] the localization ψnv of ψn factors through the base
change map ηB so that it defines a parameter ψv in Ψ`pU˚

Qv
pnqq.
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According to Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.9, for each ψv P Ψ`pUvq we have a
packet Πψv pUvq together with a map

Πψv pUvq ÝÑ IrrpS6
ψv

q, πv ÞÑ xπv,´y.

We denote

ΠψpU, ̺q :“

#
â
v

πv : πv P Πψv pUv, ̺vq | xπv,´y “ 1 for almost all v

+
.

Since the localization maps ψ ÞÝÑ ψv induce the localization maps S6
ψ ÝÑ S

6
ψv

for centralizer groups ([Kal+14, pg 71]), we can associate to each
Â

v πv P ΠψpU, ̺q

a character of S6
ψ by the following formula

xπ, sy :“
ź

v

xπv, svy, s P S6
ψ

where sv is the image of s by the localization morphism S
6
ψ ÝÑ S

6
ψv

. The global

pairing xπ, ¨y descends to a character of Sψ (see [Kal+14, pg 89]).

Definition 2.11. Let ΠψpU, ̺, ǫψq :“ tπ P ΠψpU, ̺q : xπ,´y̺ “ ǫψu where ǫψ is

the Arthur character of Sψ . If ψ is a generic parameter then ǫψ ” 1.

Theorem 2.12. ([Kal+14] theorem 1.7.1q There is an isomorphism of UpAq-modules

L2
discpUpQqzUpAqq »

à

ψPΨpU˚pnqq

L2
disc,ψpUpQqzUpAqq.

If ψ “ φ is generic then

‚ L2
disc,φpUpQqzUpAqq “ 0 if ψ R Ψ2pU˚pnqq.

‚ L2
disc,φpUpQqzUpAqq »

À
πPΠφpU,ǫψq π if ψ P Ψ2pU˚pnqq.

In particular, if π is an automorphic representation of the unitary group U belonging
to a generic global packet then mπ “ 1.

Remark 2.13. We remark that the theorem as we have stated it here is proved
unconditionally in [Kal+14]. The careful reader will note that the theorem of
[Kal+14] requires that U arises as a pure inner twist of U˚pnq. Indeed, this will be
true since we are assuming U comes from a hermitian form (see [Kal+14, pg 18]).

2.3. Automorphic representations of unitary similitude groups. In this
section, we want to transfer the results about automorphic representations from
unitary groups to unitary similitude groups (with an odd number of variables). We
begin with the local case.

Let v be a finite place of Q that does not split over E, let n be an odd positive
integer, and let GU be an inner form of GU˚

Qv
pnq and denote the corresponding

unitary group by U. Fix a ΓQv -invariant splitting of GU and restrict to get a ΓQv -
invariant splitting of U. Fix also a character ϕ : Qv Ñ Cˆ. This data gives us
Whittaker data wGU and wU of GU and U respectively.

We give GU the structure of an extended pure inner twist p̺GU, zGUq. We can
restrict ̺ to U to get an inner twist ̺U : U˚

Qv
pnq Ñ U. We give this the structure of

an extended pure inner twist p̺U, zUq. Note that since we are assuming n is odd,
GU will automatically be quasi-split. By Lemma 2.1, we have GUpQvq “ UpQvqEˆ

v

and then the following result:
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Corollary 2.14. There is a natural bijection between the set ΠpGUq and the set of
pairs pπ, χq such that π P ΠpUq and χ is a character of Eˆ

v such that χ|Eˆ
v

Ş
UpQvq “

ωπ|Eˆ
v

Ş
UpQvq where ωπ is the central character of π.

We use this corollary to define A-packets of representations for GU and the
associated A-parameters. Fix χ a character of ZpGUq corresponding to a mor-

phism χ̃ : LQv ÝÑ {GU˚
Qv

pnq
ab

¸ WQv “ pCˆ ˆ Cˆq ¸ WQv , and a parameter

ψ P Ψ`pU˚
Qv

pnqq given by ψ : LQv ˆ SUp2q Ñ LU “ GLnpCq ¸ WQv such that

ωπ|Eˆ
v

Ş
UpQvq “ χ|Eˆ

v

Ş
UpQvq for each π P ΠψpU, ̺Uq.

We can view LGU “ GLnpCq ˆCˆ ¸WQv as a product of LU “ GLnpCq ¸WQv

and {GU˚
Qv

pnq
ab

¸WQv “ pCˆ ˆCˆq¸WQv over C
ˆ ¸WQv where the first projection

is given by g¸α ÞÝÑ det g¸α and the second is given by px, yq ¸α ÞÝÑ x¸α. The

above pair pψ, χq then defines a unique morphism ψ̃ : LQv ˆ SUp2q ÝÑ GLnpCq ˆ

Cˆ ¸ WQv . Conversely, each ψ̃ P Ψ`pGU˚
Qv

pnqq gives rise to a pair pψ, χq. We
summarize these relationships in the following commutative diagram:

LQv ˆ SUp2q

˝

GLnpCq ˆ Cˆ ¸WQv Cˆ ˆ Cˆ ¸WQv

GLnpCq ¸WQv Cˆ ¸WQv

ψ̃

ψ

χ̃

pdetˆIdq ¸ Id

det¸Id

pr1 pr1

We define the associated A-packet of representations for GUpQvq to be the set

Πψ̃pGU, ̺GUq :“
!

pπ, χq|π P ΠψpU, ̺q, ωπ|Eˆ
v

Ş
UpQvq “ χ|Eˆ

v

Ş
UpQvq

)
.

We now use the internal structure of ΠψpU, ̺Uq to describe that of Πψ̃pGU, ̺GUq.
Let us first describe the relations between the various centralizer groups for ψ and
ψ̃.

Lemma 2.15. With ψ and ψ̃ as above, we have

Sψ̃ “ S`
ψ ˆ Cˆ, Sψ “ S ψ̃, S

6

ψ̃
“ π0pS`

ψ q ˆ Cˆ,

where S`
ψ “ tg P Sψ| det g “ 1u.

Proof. For pg, cq and px, tq in GLnpCqˆCˆ and σ P WQv projecting to the nontrivial
element of GalpEv,Qvq, we have

pg, cq ¨ px, tq ¸ σ ¨ pg´1, c´1q “ pgx, ctq ¸ σ ¨ pg´1, c´1q

“
`
gxpJgtJ´1q, t det g´1

˘
¸ σ,
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where the second equality comes from the action of σ on pg´1 ˆ c´1q. In particular,
pg, cq P Sψ̃ if and only if g P Sψ and det g “ 1. In other words, S`

ψ ˆ Cˆ “ Sψ̃.

We now prove that Sψ “ S ψ̃. By a direct calculation, we see that Zp {U˚
Qv

pnqqΓQv “
 

˘ Idn
(

» Z{2Z and Zp {GU˚
Qv

pnqqΓQv “ Idn ˆ Cˆ (because n odd). Hence S ψ̃ “

π0pS`
ψ q. We also remark that the equality gxpJgtJ´1q “ x implies pdet gq2 “ 1.

Therefore, for every g P Sψ we have pdet gq2 “ 1. Moreover, since detp´Idnq “ ´1,

we have S`
ψ – Sψ{Zp {U˚

Qv
pnqqΓQv . Thus, Sψ̃ “ Sψ as desired.

Finally, we have Srad

ψ̃
“ pSψ̃X pSLnpCqˆ1qq˝ “ pS`

ψ q˝ which implies the descrip-

tion of S6

ψ̃
in the statement of the lemma. �

We now construct a pairing:

x¨, ¨yGU : Πψ̃pGU, ̺GUq ˆ S
6

ψ̃
ÝÑ Cˆ.

Let pπ, χq P Πψ̃pGU, ρGUq. Then π P ΠψpU, ̺Uq and by Theorems 2.5 and 2.9 there

is an associated character xπ, ¨yU : S6
ψ ÝÑ Cˆ. Note that since Srad

ψ “ pS`
ψ q˝, we

can restrict this character to S`
ψ {Srad

ψ , and this restricted character factors to give

a character of π0pS`
ψ q. Via zGU and the map

κ : BpQv,GUq ÝÑ X˚pZpyGUqΓQv q “ X˚p1 ˆ Cˆq,

we get a character χzGU
of 1 ˆ Cˆ. Then in Lemma 2.15, we showed that S6

ψ̃
“

π0pS`
ψ q ˆ Cˆ. Hence we define

xpπ, χq, ps, cqyGU “ xπ, syUχzGU
pcq.

Suppose that ψ̃ P ΨpGU˚
Qv

pnqq is generic. We show that pπ, χq ÞÑ xpπ, χq, ¨yGU

is bijective onto IrrpS6

ψ̃
, χzGU

q by constructing an inverse. Pick a character µGU of

S
6

ψ̃
which restricts on ZpyGUqΓQv to the character χzGU

. Since π0pS`
ψ q and ZppUqΓQv

generate S6
ψ and have trivial intersection, there is then a unique character µU of

S
6
ψ that restricts to χzU on ZppUqΓQv and µGU on π0pS`

ψ q. By p2q of Theorem 2.5,

there then exists a π P ΠψpU, ̺Uq that gets mapped to µU, and by construction,
pπ, χq maps to µGU. Hence µGU ÞÑ pπ, χq is our desired inverse.

We have now proven

Theorem 2.16. Parts p1q and p2q of Theorem 2.5 and Part p1q of Theorem 2.9
hold for GU for nonarchimedean v.

In the archimedean case, these results are known by work of Langlands and
Shelstad.

In the next section, we will prove that this pairing also satisfies the endoscopic
character identities.

We record the following proposition for later use.

Proposition 2.17. [Mg07, section 8.4.4] Let φ : WQv ˆ SUp2q ÝÑ
L
U˚

Qv
pnq be

a discrete L-parameter which is trivial over SUp2q. Then the packet ΠφpU, ̺Uq
contains only supercuspidal representations. These L-parameters are called super-
cuspidal.
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Corollary 2.18. From the above description of local L-packets of GU, it follows
that the L-packet of a supercuspidal L-parameter of GU will consist entirely of
supercuspidal representations.

Remark 2.19. Suppose that φ is as above and pH, s, Lηq is an elliptic endoscopic

datum and φH :WQv ˆSUp2q ÝÑ LH an L-parameter such that Lη ˝φH “ φ. Then
φH is also supercuspidal and hence the packet ΠφHpHq contains only supercuspidal
representations.

2.4. The global classification for unitary similitude groups. Fix a Hermitian
form V and global group U “ UpV q and GU “ GUpV q. As in the local case, we
give GU and U the structure of extended pure inner twists p̺GU, zGUq and p̺U, zUq.

We begin by recalling the following result which relates automorphic represen-
tations of UpAq and of GUpAq.

Proposition 2.20. ([Clo+11, Section. CHL.IV.C, Proposition 1.1.4]). Fix n P N

odd. Let π be an irreducible automorphic representation of GUpAq whose restriction
to UpAq contains an irreducible automorphic representation σ. If σ has multiplicity
1 in the discrete spectrum of UpAq then π has multiplicity 1 in the discrete spectrum
of GUpAq. Moreover, π is the unique automorphic representation of GUpAq with
central character χ and containing σ in its restriction.

Let χ be an automorphic central character of GUpAq and χU :“ χ|ZpUpAqq its

restriction to the center of UpAq. Consider 9ψ a generic A-parameter for a global
unitary group whose automorphic representations have χU as central character.
The generic condition ensures the multiplicity one property of these automorphic

representations by Theorem 2.12. As in the local case, a pair p 9ψ, χq satisfying the
above conditions determines a generic A-parameter for GU. In the following, we

will denote such an A-parameter by
r9ψ if χ is clear from the context. We define the

associated A-packet ΠĂ9ψ
pGU, ̺GU, ǫĂ9ψ

q to consist of the π whose central character is

χ and whose restriction to UpAq belongs to Π 9ψpU, ̺U, ǫ 9ψq.

Now, by the proof of [Clo+11, Section. CHL.IV.C, Proposition 1.1.4], we have

L2pΣzUpAq, χUq “ Res
GUpAq
UpAq L2pΓzGUpAq, χq,

where Γ “ GUpQqZpGUqpAq and Σ “ Γ X UpAq. In particular, it follows from
Theorem 2.12 that we can lift every representation σ P Π 9ψpU, ̺U, ǫ 9ψq to a represen-

tation of GUpAq whose central character is χ. Combining with Proposition 2.20,
we see that there is a bijection between Π 9ψpU, ̺U, ǫ 9ψq and ΠĂ9ψ

pGU, ̺GU, ǫĂ9ψ
q.

We now give a description of ΠĂ9ψ
pGU, ̺GU, ǫĂ9ψ

q in the spirit of Definition 2.11. We

have defined global generic A-parameters of GU in terms of their counterpart for
U. We define the centralizer groups for such parameters of GU using the analogous
groups for U and using Lemma 2.15 as our guide.

Remark 2.21. It would perhaps be possible to define these parameters and their
centralizer groups in analogy with our definitions for U using cuspidal automorphic
representations and the methods of [Art13b], [Mok15], and [Kal+14]. For simplicity,
we choose not to do this in the present paper.

Definition 2.22. Let
r9ψ “ p 9ψ, χq P ΨpGU˚pnqq be a generic parameter. We define:

SĂ9ψ
:“ S`

9ψ
ˆ Cˆ, SĂ9ψ

:“ S 9ψ, S
6
Ă9ψ
:“ π0pS`

9ψ
q ˆ Cˆ
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We now discuss localization. First, by the localization map for algebraic cocycles
(see [Kot14, §7]), the extended pure inner twists p̺GU, zGUq and p̺U, zUq give rise
to local extended pure inner twists p̺GUQv

, zGUQv
q and p̺UQv

, zUQv
q for each place

v of Q.
Let p 9ψ, χq be a generic A-parameter. At each place v of Q, we get a local

parameter 9ψv as well as a local character χv. We define the localization of p 9ψ, χq

at v to be p 9ψv, χvq. The localization map S
6
9ψ

ÝÑ S
6
9ψv

restricts to give a map

S`
9ψ

Ñ S`
9ψv

and hence we get a localization map

S
6
Ă9ψ

ÝÑ S
6
Ă9ψv
.

Similarly, we get a localization map SĂ9ψ
ÝÑ SĂ9ψv

.

We now define:

ΠĂ9ψ
pGU, ̺GUq :“

#
â
v

πv : πv P ΠĂ9ψv
pGUQv , ̺GUQv

q | xπv,´yGUQv
“ 1 for almost all v

+
.

We associate to each π “
Â

v πv P ΠĂ9ψ
pGU, ̺GUq a character of S6

Ă9ψ
. Each πv

corresponds to a pair pπ1
v, χvq where π1

v P ΠpUq. We then define a global pairing by
the formula

xπ, ps, cqyGU :“
ź

v

xpπ1
v, χvq, psv, cvqyGUQv

, ps, cq P S6
r9φ
,

where psv, cvq is the image of ps, cq under the localization map defined above. We
claim that xπ, ¨y descends to a character on SĂ9ψ

. Indeed, by definition we have

xπ, ps, cqyGU “
ź

v

xπ1
v, svyUQv

χzGUQv
pcvq.

We showed previously that
ś
v

xπ1
v, svyUQv

descends to SĂ9ψ
“ S 9ψ and

ś
v

χzGUQv
pcvq

is trivial by [Kot14, Proposition 15.6].

Proposition 2.23. For
r9ψ a generic A-parameter of GU, we have the following

equality of sets:

ΠĂ9ψ
pGU, ̺GU, ǫĂ9ψ

q “
!
π P ΠĂ9ψ

pGU, ̺GUq | xπ, ¨yGU ” ǫĂ9ψ

)
.

We note that since we are assuming
r9ψ is generic, we in fact have ǫĂ9ψ

“ 1.

Proof. The left-hand side consists of all pairs pπ, χq such that π P Π 9ψpU, ̺U, ǫ 9ψq.
By definition, we have

Π 9ψpU, ̺U, ǫ 9ψq “
!
π P Π 9ψpU, ̺Uq | xπ, ¨yU ” ǫ 9ψ

)
.

Hence we just need to show that xπ, ¨yU is trivial if and only if xpπ, χq, ¨yGU is. But
this is clear since these are the same character of SĂ9ψ

“ S 9ψ. �

Remark 2.24. For our purposes, we also need to generalise the above description of
automorphic representations to the groups GpU1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆUkqpAq with n1`¨ ¨ ¨`nk “ n

odd. In this case, Proposition 2.20 still holds true ([Clo+11, Section. CHL.IV.C,
Proposition 1.3.5]) and then the above process can be applied without any major
change.
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3. Endoscopic character identities

Let E{Qp be a quadratic extension and n an odd natural number. Our goal in
this section is to prove the endoscopic character identities for elliptic endoscopic
groups of GpUpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆUpnrqq with n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `nr “ n and Upniq is an inner form
of U˚

Qp
pniq. We prove this using the fact that these identities hold for Upn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ

Upnrq as in [Mok15], [Kal+14].

‚ We first show that if the endoscopic character identities hold for Upn1q ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ˆUpnrq, then they also hold for Upn1qˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆUpnrqˆResE{QpGm where
we note that ResE{QpGm is the center of GpUpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Upnrqq.

‚ We then show that if the endoscopic character identities hold for Upn1q ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Upnrq ˆ ResE{QpGm, then they hold for GpUpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Upnrqq.

We recall the statement of the endoscopic character identity for an extended
pure inner twist G, p̺, zq of a quasi-split reductive group G˚ over Qp with refined
endoscopic datum pH, s, Lηq. Fix a local Whittaker datum w of G˚ giving a Whit-
taker normalized transfer factor ∆rw, ̺, zs (as in [KT18, §4.3]) between pH, s, Lηq
and G. Suppose that f P HpGq and fH P HpHq are ∆rw, ̺, zs-matching functions.

Now, let ψ P Ψ`pG˚q and ψH P Ψ`pHq be such that ψ “ Lη ˝ ψH. Let
ΠψHpHq,ΠψpG, ̺q denote the respective A-packets for the parameters. Then the
endoscopic character identity states that

(3.1)
ÿ

πHPΠ
ψH pHq

xπH, sψHytrpπH | fHq “ epGq
ÿ

πPΠψ

xπ, s ¨ sψytrpπ | fq,

where xπ, sy is as defined in Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.9. The elements sψ and
sψH are defined to be the image of p1,´Iq under ψ and ψH respectively and epGq
is the Kottwitz sign.

According to a theorem of Harish-Chandra, the trace distribution f ÞÑ trpπ | fq
is given by integrating against the Harish-Chandra character, which is a locally con-
stant function Fπ of GpQpqsr (where GpQpqsr denotes the strongly regular semisim-
ple elements of GpQpq). Then the above identity is equivalent to the equality

ż

HpQpqsr

ÿ

πHPΠ
ψH pHq

xπH, sψHyfHpgqFπHpgqdg

“epGq

ż

GpQpqsr

ÿ

πPΠψpG,̺q

xπ, s ¨ sψyfpgqFπpgqdg.

We remark that a Harish-Chandra character exists for representations IGP pπq by
[Dij72, Theorem 3] and that this holds even in the case where the induction is not
irreducible. Hence, π P ΠψpG, ̺q have Harish-Chandra characters even in the case
where ψ P Ψ`pG˚q.

3.1. Endoscopic Identities for Upn1qˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆUpnrqˆResE{QpGm. In this section
we use the notation U to denote the group Upn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Upnrq. Our goal is to
prove the endoscopic character identities for U ˆ ResE{QpGm using the fact that
these identities are known for U by [Kal+14] (Theorems 2.5 and 2.9 in this paper).
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In fact, we will prove the following stronger result. Fix quasi-split reductive
groups G˚

i for i P t1, 2u. Let Gi, p̺i, ziq be extended pure inner twists of G˚
i . Let

pHi, si,
Lηiq be refined endoscopic for Gi. We denote by pH1 ˆH2, s1ˆs2,

Lη1ˆLη2q
the corresponding endoscopic datum of G1 ˆ G2. Fix a character ϕ : Qp Ñ Cˆ

and Qp-splittings of G
˚
i . This induces a Whittaker datum wi of G

˚
i as well as the

Whittaker datum w1 ˆ w2 of G˚
1 ˆ G˚

2 .
We will prove that if the endoscopic character identities are satisfied for Gi and

pHi, si,
Lηiq then they are also satisfied for G1ˆG2 and pH1ˆH2, s1ˆs2,

Lη1ˆLη2q.
Fix ψG1ˆG2 P Ψ`pG˚

1 ˆ G˚
2 q and suppose ψH1ˆH2 P Ψ`pH1 ˆ H2q is such that

ψG1ˆG2 “ pLη1 ˆ Lη2q ˝ ψH1ˆH2 . Then ψH1ˆH2 factors as a product of parameters
ψH1 of H1 and ψH2 of H2. As a result, ψG1ˆG2 factors as a product of parameters
ψG1 of G1 and ψG2 of G2 such that ψGi “ Lηi ˝ ψHi .

We need to show that for ∆rw1 ˆ w2, ̺1 ˆ ̺2, z1 ˆ z2s-matching functions f P
HpG1 ˆ G2q and f 1 P HpH1 ˆ H2q, the following identity holds:

(3.2)

ż

pH1ˆH2qpQpqsr

ÿ

π1PΠ
ψH1ˆH2

xπ1, sψH1ˆH2 yf 1pgqFπ1 pgqdg

“ epG1 ˆ G2q

ż

pG1ˆG2qpQpqsr

ÿ

πPΠ
ψG1ˆG2

xπ, s ¨ sψG1ˆG2 yfpgqFπpgqdg.

The packets ΠψH1ˆH2 pH1 ˆ H2q resp. ΠψG1ˆG2 pG1 ˆ G2, ̺1 ˆ ̺2q consist of rep-

resentations of the form πH1 b πH2 resp. πG1 b πG2 where πHi resp. πGi are
representations in ΠψHi pHiq resp. ΠψGi pGi, ̺iq. The pairings xπH1 b πH2 , ‚y resp.

xπG1 b πG2 , ‚y are defined as xπH1 , ‚y ¨ xπH2 , ‚y resp. xπG1 , ‚y ¨ xπG2 , ‚y. It is not
difficult to see that FπG1bπG2 “ FπG1 b FπG2 . It is also a basic property of the
Kottwitz sign that epG1 ˆ G2q “ epG1qepG2q.

Moreover, a function f P HpG1 ˆ G2q can be written as a sum of functions of
the form f1 b f2 where f1 P HpG1q and f2 P HpG2q. Hence, for every such f1 b f2
we have an equality between the following quantities

epG1 ˆ G2q

ż

pG1ˆG2qpQpqsr

ÿ

πPΠ
ψG1ˆG2

xπ, s ¨ sψG1ˆG2 ypf1 b f2qpxqFπpxqdx,

and

epG1q

ż

G1pQpqsr

ÿ

πG1PΠ
ψG1

xπG1 , s ¨ sψG1 yf1pxqFπG1 pxqdx

¨epG2q

ż

G2pQpqsr

ÿ

πG2PΠ
ψG2

xπG2 , s ¨ sψG2 yf2pyqFπG2 pyqdy.

Similarly, for every fH1

1 b fH2

2 with fH1

1 P HpH1q a matching function of f1 and

fH2

2 P HpH2q a matching function of f2 we have an equality between
ż

pH1ˆH2qpQpqsr

ÿ

π1PΠ
ψH1ˆH2

xπ1, sψH1ˆH2 ypfH1

1 b fH2

2 qpxqFπ1 pxqdx

andż

H1pQpqsr

ÿ

πH1PΠ
ψH1

xπH1 , sψH1 yfH1

1 pxqFπH1 pxqdx

ż

H2pQpqsr

ÿ

πH2PΠ
ψH2

xπH2 , sψH2 yfH2

2 pyqFπH2 pyqdy.
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Therefore, in order to prove the equation (3.2), it suffices to prove that for each
f1 b f2 P HpG1 ˆ G2q, we may choose a ∆rw1 ˆ w2, ̺1 ˆ ̺2, z1 ˆ z1s-matching

function fH1

1 b fH2

2 P HpH1 ˆ H2q such that fH
i P HpHiq and fi P HpGiq are

∆rwi, ̺i, zis-matching. This follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. If fHi
i P HpHiq and fi P HpGiq are ∆rwi, ̺i, zis-matching functions

then fH1

1 bfH2

2 P HpH1ˆH2q and f1bf2 P HpG1ˆG2q are ∆rw1ˆw2, ̺1ˆ̺2, z1ˆz2s-
matching functions.

Proof. Pick γH “ pγH1
, γH2

q P pH1 ˆ H2qpQpq such that γH is strongly regular and
transfers to a strongly regular γ “ pγ1, γ2q P pG1 ˆG2qpQpq. Then we need to show
that
(3.3)

SOH1ˆH2

γH
pfH1

1 b fH2

2 q “
ÿ

γ1„stγ

∆rw1 ˆw2, ̺1 ˆ ̺2, z1 ˆ z1spγH, γ
1qOG1ˆG2

γ1 pf1 b f2q.

where the sum is taken over the set of γ1 that are stably conjugate to γ.
By definition, for γi P Gi and fi P C8

c pGiq we have

OG1ˆG2

γ1ˆγ2 pf1 b f2q “ OG1

γ1
pf1qOG2

γ2
pf2q.

Moreover, an element pγ1
1, γ

1
2q P H1 ˆH2 is stable conjugate to pγ1, γ2q P H1 ˆH2

if and only if γ1
1 is stable conjugate to γ1 in H1 and γ1

2 is stable conjugate in γ2 in
H2. Therefore we have

SOH1ˆH2

γH
pfH1

1 b fH2

2 q “ SOH1

γH1

pfH1

1 qSOH2

γH2

pfH2

2 q.

and similarly

(3.4)
ÿ

γ1„stγ

∆rw1 ˆ w2, ̺1 ˆ ̺2, z1 ˆ z1spγH, γ
1qOG1ˆG2

γ1 pf1 b f2q

“
ÿ

γ1
1

„stγ1,γ1
2

„stγ2

∆rw1 ˆ w2, ̺1 ˆ ̺2, z1 ˆ z1spγH, γ
1qOG1

γ1
pf1qOG2

γ2
pf2q.

We will prove in Lemma 3.4 that

∆rw1 ˆ w2, ̺1 ˆ ̺2, z1 ˆ z1spγH, γ
1q “ ∆rw1, ̺1, z1spγH1

, γ1
1q∆rw2, ̺2, z2spγH2

, γ1
2q.

We can then rewrite the right hand side of (3.4) as
` ÿ

γ1
1

„stγ1

∆rw1, ̺1, z1spγH1
, γ1

1qOG1

γ1
pf1q

˘` ÿ

γ1
2

„stγ2

∆rw2, ̺2, z2spγH2
, γ1

2qOG2

γ2
pf2q

˘
,

and because fHi
i and fi are ∆rwi, ̺i, zis matching functions, this is exactly

SOH1

γH1

pfH
1 qSOH2

γH2

pfH
2 q.

In other words, Equation (3.3) is true. �

3.2. Endoscopic Identities for GpUpn1q ˆ ... ˆ Upnrqq.
We now have the endoscopic character identities for U ˆ ResE{QpGm and need

to show they also hold for GU where we use the letter GU to denote the group
GpUpn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆUpnrqq till the end of this section. Recall that we have a surjection
of algebraic groups

(3.5) P : U ˆ ResE{QpGm ։ GU,

with kernel Up1q.
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We fix quasi-split groups U˚ ˆ ResE{QpGm and GU˚ as well as extended pure
inner twists p̺U, zUq and p̺GU, zGUq for U ˆ ResE{QpGm and GU respectively.
The extended pure inner twist p̺U, zUq restricts to give extended pure inner twists
p̺1

U, z
1
Uq and p̺Gm , zGmq of U and Gm respectively. We can choose these extended

pure inner twists such that the projection P takes ̺U to ̺GU and such that zU
and zGU coincide under the map BpQp,U

˚ ˆResE{QpGmq ÝÑ BpQp,GU˚q. We fix

compatible ΓQp -splittings of these groups as well as a character ϕ : Qp Ñ Cˆ. Hence
we get compatible Whittaker data which we denote by wU and wGU respectively.

A crucial input in the case we consider (where n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nr is odd) is that
the projection P is also a surjection on Qp-points. This follows from Lemma 2.1.
Hence we get a map

IrrpGUpQpqq ãÑ IrrppU ˆ ResE{QpGmqpQpqq,

given by pullback. The image of this map is the set of irreducible representations
π b χ such π|Up1qpQpq “ χ|Up1qpQpq. If this is satisfied by a single member of an
A-packet of U ˆ ResE{QpGm, then it will be satisfied by the entire packet since
elements of an A-packet have the same central character ([Kal+14, Theorem 1.6.1]
and Theorem 2.9). In light of Theorem 2.16, the A-packets of GU are in a natural
way a subset of the A-packets of U ˆ ResE{QpGm.

Since the kernel of P is compact, any f P HpGUq lifts to an element f 1 P
HpU ˆ ResE{QpGmq. Suppose π is an admissible representation of GUpQpq and π1

is the lift to IrrpUˆResE{QpGmq. Then to prove the endoscopic character identities
for GU it will be necessary to relate trpπ | fq and trpπ1 | f 1q. We have

π1pf 1qv “

ż

pUˆResE{QpGmqpQpq

f 1pgqπ1pgqvdg “

ż

GUpQpq

fpgqπpgqvdg

ż

UF p1qpQpq

dz

“ VolpUp1qpQpqqπpfqv,

where the middle equality holds by [PR94, (3.21)].
Analogously in the endoscopic case, we have a map

(3.6) PH : H ˆ ResE{QpGm ։ GpHq,

with kernel Up1q where H “
rź

i“1

Upn`
i q ˆ Upn´

i q such that ni “ n`
i ` n´

i is an

endoscopic group of U and GpHq is the associated similitude group. Suppose n “
n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nr is odd. By Lemma 2.1, the map is a surjection on Qp-points.

We fix a refined endoscopic datum pGpHq, s, Lηq for GU as in Section 1. The map
ResE{QpGm – ZpGUq ãÑ GU induces a map of L-groups LGU ÝÑ LpResE{QpGmq.

We get an analogous map for GpHq and since {ResE{QpGm is the abelianization of
zGpHq, we get a commutative diagram

LGpHq LGU

LpResE{QpGmq LpResE{QpGmq.

Lη

Lλ

We now fix an endoscopic datum of U ˆ ResE{QpGm which we denote by pH ˆ

ResE{Qp , s
1, Lη1q. We fix Lη1 such that the restriction to pH induces an elliptic
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endoscopic datum for U as in Section 1 and compatible with our datum for GU
and such that Lη1 restricted to ResE{QpGm is just Lλ. In particular, we have a
commutative diagram:

(3.7)

LpH ˆ ResE{QpGmq LpU ˆ ResE{QpGmq

LGpHq LGU.

Lη1

LPH

Lη

LP

We now prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Using the above normalizations, if f P HpGUq and fH P HpGpHqq
are ∆rwGU, ̺GU, zGUs-matching, then the pullbacks f 1 P HpU ˆ ResE{QpGmq and

f 1H P HpH ˆ ResE{QpGmq are ∆rwU, ̺U, zUs-matching.

We begin by proving an auxiliary lemma.

Lemma 3.3. For pγ, zq P UˆResE{QpGmpQpq, the map P gives a bijection between
conjugacy classes in U ˆ ResE{QpGmpQpq that are stably conjugate to pγ, zq and
conjugacy classes in GUpQpq that are stably conjugate to γz. The analogous result
also holds for the map PH.

Proof. Clearly, if pγ1, z1q is conjugate or stable conjugate to pγ, zq in UˆResGmpQpq,
then γ1z and γz are conjugate or stably conjugate in GUpQpq. Now, suppose that
g, γz P GUpQpq are conjugate or stably conjugate. Then they must have the same
similitude factor. In particular, this means that gz´1 has trivial similitude factor
and so pgz´1, zq P U ˆ ResE{QpGmpQpq and clearly P pgz´1, zq “ g.

We now aim to show that pgz´1, zq is conjugate or stably conjugate to pγ, zq. To
simplify the notation, we just show that pgz´1, zq and pγ, zq are conjugate (although
the argument to show stable conjugacy is similar).

Let x P GUpQpq be such that xgx´1 “ γz. We want to show that x can be
chosen to be an element of UpQpq. Since the map P is surjective on Qp points,
we can write x “ ur such that u P UpQpq and r P ResE{QpGmpQpq. Then r lies

in the center of GUpQpq and hence we have ugu´1 “ γz as desired. Finally, we
finish the argument by observing that that pu, 1qpgz´1, zqpu, 1q´1 “ pγ, zq since the
restriction of P to the first component is an injection. �

We now prove Lemma 3.2.

Proof. Choose a strongly regular semisimple pγH, zq P H ˆ ResE{QpGmpQpq that
transfers to a strongly regular pγ, zq P UˆResE{QpGmpQpq. Then we need to show
that

SOpγH,zqpf 1Hq “
ÿ

pγ1,zq„stpγ,zq

∆rwU, ̺U, zUsppγH, zq, pγ1, zqqOpγ,zqpf
1q.

Expanding, this is equivalent to showing that

ÿ

pγ1
H
,zq„stpγH,zq

ż

HˆResE{QpGm{Tpγ1
H
,zq

fH1
phpγ1

H, zqh´1qdh
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equals
ÿ

pγ1,zq„stpγ,zq

∆rwU, ̺U, zUsppγH, zq, pγ1, zqq

ż

UˆResE{QpGm{Tpγ,zq

f 1pgpγ, zqg´1qdg.

Note that the kernels of PH, P are contained within TpγH,zq and Tpγ1,zq respectively.
Hence we have pUˆResE{QpGmqpQpq{Tpγ,zqpQpq “ GUpQpq{TγzpQpq and the anal-

ogous statement also holds for PH.
By Lemma 3.3, we can rewrite the equation above as

ÿ

γ1
H
z„stγHz

ż

GpHq{Tγ1
H
z

fHphγ1
Hzh

´1qdh

equals ÿ

γ1z„stγz

∆rwU, ̺U, zUsppγH, zq, pγ1, zqq

ż

GU{Tγ1z

fpgγ1zg´1qdg.

In Lemma 3.8 we prove that there is an equality of transfer factors:

∆rwU, ̺U, zUsppγH, zq, pγ1, zqq “ ∆rwGU, ̺GU, zGUspγHz, γ
1zq.

Hence, the above equation reduces to

SOγHzpfHq “
ÿ

γ1z„stγz

∆rwGU, ̺GU, zGUspγHz, γ
1zqOγ1zpfq,

which is true by assumption. �

With this lemma in hand, we now prove the endoscopic character identities.
Pick a parameter ψ P Ψ`pGU˚

Qp
pnqq and let ψ1 P Ψ`pU˚

Qp
pnq ˆ ResE{QpGmq be

the composition of ψ with the map LGU Ñ LpU˚
Qp

pnq ˆ ResE{QpGmq. We suppose

ψ factors through LGpHq and pick ψGpHq so that ψ “ Lη ˝ ψGpHq. We can write

ψ1 “ ψU ˆ ψGm where ψU is the image of ψ under the map LGU Ñ LU. Diagram
3.7 implies there is a parameter ψ1

H such that ψ1 “ Lη1 ˝ ψ1
H.

For a packet ΠψpGU, ̺GU, zGUq, and matching functions f P HpGUq, fH P
HpGpHqq we have by definition

epGUq
ÿ

πPΠψ

xπ, s ¨ sψyGUtrpπ | fq “ epGUq
ÿ

pπ,χqPΠψ

xπ, s ¨ sψU
yUχzGU

pcqtrppπ, χq | fq.

We showed above that there is a natural bijection between ΠψpGU, ̺GUq and
Πψ1 pU ˆ ResE{QpGm, ̺Uq and we related the traces of corresponding representa-

tions. The pairing x¨, ¨yUˆResE{QpGm
: Πψ1 pU ˆ ResE{QpGmq ˆ S

6
ψ1 ÝÑ Cˆ is given

as a product of the pairing for U and ResE{QpGm. Hence we have the above equals

epGUq
1

VolpUp1qpQpqq

ÿ

π1PΠψ1

xπ1, s ¨ sψ1 yUˆResE{QpGm
trpπ1 | f 1q.

Now, using that epGUq “ epUq “ epU ˆResE{QpGmq (see [Kot83, pg. 292]) we can
apply the previously established endoscopic character identity for U ˆ ResE{QpGm
to get that the above equals

1

VolpUp1qpQpqq

ÿ

π1
H

PΠψ1
H

xπ1
H, sψ1

H
yHˆResE{QpGm

trpπ1
H | f 1Hq.
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Finally we relate this to GpHq using that GpHq and H ˆ ResE{QpGm are both
assumed to be trivial extended pure inner forms so that the pairings are especially
simple. We get:

ÿ

πGpHqPΠψ
GpHq

xπGpHq, sψGpHq
yGpHqtrpπGpHq | fHq,

which is the desired formula.

3.3. Transfer factor identities. In this subsection, we prove a number of iden-
tities relating various transfer factors. These identities are used in the previous
subsections. Remark that we use the letter ∆ resp. ∆1 to denote the transfer
factors that are compatible with the geometric normalization resp. arithmetic nor-
malization of the local Artin reciprocity map.

3.3.1. Transfer factors of a product. We temporarily return to the notation of §3.1.
We denote by G the group G1 ˆ G2 and by G˚ the group G˚

1 ˆ G˚
2 .

We prove the following lemma

Lemma 3.4. Let pγ1, γ2q P pH1 ˆ H2qpQpqsr and pδ1, δ2q P pG1 ˆ G2qpQpqsr be
related elements. We have

∆rw1ˆw1, ̺1ˆ̺2, z1ˆz2sppγ1, γ2q, pδ1, δ2qq “ ∆rw1, ̺1, z1spγ1, δ1q∆rw2, ̺2, z2spγ2, δ2q.

Proof. Each transfer factor is a product of terms

ǫ
G˚
i

L pV G˚
i , ϕq∆

G˚
i

I ∆
G˚
i

II ∆
G˚
i

III2,D
∆

G˚
i

IV xinvrzispδi, δ
˚
i q, siy

´1.

We state everything for Gi but the definitions are analogous for G. We now
explain the terms in the above formula. Notably, all the terms except the last only
depend on G˚

i and Hi (as opposed to Gi). Fix a δ˚
i P G˚

i pQpq such that δ˚
i is stably

conjugate to ̺´1
i pδq. Recall that we have fixed Qp-splittings pTi, Bi, tXi,αuq for G˚

i

as well as the Qp-splitting pT “ T1 ˆT2, B “ B1 ˆB2, tXαu “ tX1,αu
š

tX2,αuq of
G˚.

Now, V i is the degree 0 virtual Galois representation X˚pTiq bC´X˚pTHi
i q bC

and ϕ is the additive character we fixed in order to define our Whittaker datum. The

term ǫ
G˚
i

L pV i, ϕq is the local ǫ-factor of this representation normalized as in [Tat79,
§3.6]. We also know that ǫLpV, ϕq is additive for degree 0 virtual representations V

(see [Tat79, Theorem. 3.4.1]), therefore ǫG
˚

L pV G˚

, ϕq “ ǫ
G˚

1

L pV G˚
1 , ϕqǫ

G˚
2

L pV G˚
2 , ϕq.

We denote by Si the centralizer of δ˚
i and SHi

i the centralizer of γi so that

S “ S1 ˆ S2 and SH “ SH1

1 ˆ SH2

2 are the centralizers of pδ1, δ2q resp. pγ1, γ2q.

We put DGppδ1, δ2qq “ |
ś
α

pαpδ1, δ2q ´ 1q|1{2 where the product is over all roots

of S in G. Similarly DGipδiq “ |
ś
α

pαpδiq´1q|1{2 where the product is over all roots

of Si in Gi. In particular we have

DGppδ1, δ2qq “ DG1
pδ1qDG2

pδ2q.

We define DHpγ1, γ2q and DHipγiq analogously and we also have the equality

DHpγ1, γ2q “ DH1
pγ1qDH2

pγ2q.

By definition ∆IV “ DGD
´1
H so that we have

∆G˚

IV ppγ1, γ2q, pδ1, δ2qq “ ∆
G˚

1

IV pγ1, δ1q∆
G˚

2

IV pγ2, δ2q.
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For the other terms in the definition of the transfer factors, we need to explain
the notions of a-data and χ-data. A set of a-data for the set RpT,Gq of absolute
roots of S in G is a function

RpT,Gq ÝÑ Q
ˆ

p , α ÞÝÑ aα

which satisfies a´λ “ ´aλ and aσλ “ σpaλq for σ P ΓQp . We recall the notion of
χ-data. For α P RpT,Gq, we set Γα “ Stabpα,Γq and Γ˘α “ Stabptα,´αu,Γq and
denote Fα, F˘α the fixed fields of Γα resp. Γ˘α. A set of χ-data is then a set of
characters

χα : Fˆ
α ÝÑ Cˆ

satisfying the conditions χσα “ χα ˝ σ´1, χ´α “ χ´1
α and if rFα : F˘αs “ 2 then

χα|
F

ˆ
˘α

is non-trivial but trivial on the subgroup of norms from Fˆ
α .

Since ΓQp acts on G˚
Qp

and preserves pG˚
i qQp , we see that if paαqαPRpSi,G

˚
i q

and pχαqαPRpSi,G
˚
i q are a-data resp χ-data of pSi,G

˚
i q then paαqαPRpS,G˚q and

pχαqαPRpS,Gq are a-data resp χ-data of pS,G˚q.
Now, we define

∆
G˚
i

II “
ź

α

χα

ˆ
αpδiq ´ 1

aα

˙

where the product is taken over the set RpSi,Giqzϕ˚,´1
γ,δ RpSHi

i ,Hiq. We have a simi-

lar formula for ∆G˚

II in which the product runs over the setRpS,G˚qzϕ˚,´1
γ,δ RpSH,Hq “

RpS1,G
˚
1 qzϕ˚,´1

γ,δ RpSH1

1 ,H1q
Ů
RpS2,G

˚
2 qzϕ˚,´1

γ,δ RpSH2

2 ,H2q. In particular we have

∆G˚

II “ ∆
G˚

1

II ∆
G˚

2

II .

Next, we want to show that

∆G˚

I “ ∆
G˚

1

I ∆
G˚

2

I .

First, for i P t1, 2u one constructs an element λi P H1pΓQp , pSiqscq and then
uses the Tate-Nakayama duality for tori in order to get a pairing x¨, ¨y between

H1pΓQp , pSiqscq and π0pr pSi{ZpxG˚
i qsΓQp q. One can view si as an element of rZppHiq{ZpxG˚

i qsΓQp ,

embed the latter into xSH
i {ZpxG˚

i q, and transport it to pSi{ZpxG˚
i q by the admissible

isomorphism ϕγ,δ. We then define

∆
G˚
i

I “ xλi, siy.

Because S “ S1 ˆ S2 and Ssc “ pS1qsc ˆ pS2qsc, to show the necessary product
relation for this term, it is enough to show that λ “ λ1 ˆ λ2.

We recall the construction of λ for G˚ and S. Write ΩpT,G˚q for the absolute
Weyl group and let g P G˚ be such that gTg´1 “ S. For each σ P ΓQp there exists
ωpσq P ΩpT,G˚q such that for all t P T

ωpσqσptq “ g´1σpgtg´1qg.

Let ωpσq “ sα1
¨ ¨ ¨ sαk be a reduced expression and let ni be the image ofˆ

0 1
´1 0

˙
under the homomorphism SL2 ÝÑ G˚ attached to the simple root
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vector Xαi . Then npαq “ n1 ¨ ¨ ¨nk is independent of the choice of the reduced
expression. So λ P H1pΓQp , Sscq is defined by the following 1-cocycle

σ ÞÝÑ gp
ź

α

α_paαqnpσqrg´1σpgqs´1qg´1

where the product runs over the subset tα ą 0, σ´1α ă 0u of RpS,G˚q where posi-
tivity is determined by the Borel subgroup gBg´1. The construction is analogous
for G˚

i .
Now, we have

(1) B “ B1 ˆB2,
(2) T “ T1 ˆ T2, S “ S1 ˆ S2,
(3) RpS,G˚q “ RpS1,G

˚
1 q

Ů
RpS2,G

˚
2 q so that pXαqG˚ “ pXαqG˚

1

Ů
pXαqG˚

2

.

We see that ΩpT,G˚q “ ΩpT1,G
˚
1 q ˆ ΩpT2,G

˚
2 q and we can take g “ g1 ˆ g2

so that ωpσqG˚ “ ωpσqG˚
1

ˆ ωpσqG˚
2

. Therefore, npσqG˚ “ npσqG˚
1

ˆ npσqG˚
2

. We

conclude that λ “ λ1 ˆ λ2.
We are now going to show that

∆G˚

III2,D
“ ∆

G˚
1

III2,D
∆

G˚
2

III2,D
.

The construction is as follows. First, we associate to the fixed χ-datum a xG˚-

embedding ξG˚ : LS ÝÑ LG˚ ([LS87], 2.6). Next via the admissible isomor-
phism ϕγ,δ the χ-datum can be transferred to SH and gives an L-embedding

ξH : LSH ÝÑ LH. The admissible isomorphism ϕγ,δ also provides dually an L-

isomorphism Lϕγ,δ : LS ÝÑ LSH. The composition ξ1 “ Lη ˝ ξH ˝ Lϕγ,δ gives

another L-embedding LS ÝÑ LG˚. Via conjugation by an element of xG˚, we can

arrange that ξG˚ and ξ1 coincide on pS so that ξ1 “ a ¨ ξG for some a P Z1pWQp ,
pSq.

The term ∆G˚

III2,D
is given by xa, δy where the paring x¨, ¨y is the Langlands

duality for tori under the geometric normalization. More precisely, the element a

of Z1pWF, pSq is an L-parameter of S. By the local Langland correspondence for
tori, a gives rise to a character xa, ¨y of S.

In our case, we have S “ S1 ˆ S2 and δ “ pδ1, δ2q so it suffices to show that
a “ a1 ˆ a2. In order to verify that, we need to review carefully the formation of
the L-embedding ξ : LS ÝÑ LG associated to a χ-datum [LS87, §2.6].

Fix a Borel pair p pB, pT q of xG˚ as well as a Borel subgroup BS (possibly not
defined over Qp) of G˚ containing S. The pair pBS , Sq yields a set of positive

coroots of S and equivalently a set of elements of X˚ppSq. Then ξ is defined so that

the restriction to pS maps pS to pT by the unique isomorphism mapping our chosen

subset of X˚ppSq to the set of positive roots of pT determined by pT .
Then, to specify ξ we have only to give a homomorphism w ÞÑ ξpwq “ ξ0pwq ˆw

where ξ0pwq P NormppT , xG˚q. We require that if w ÞÑ σ under WQp ÝÑ ΓQp then

Intpξpwqq acts on pT as the transport by ξ of the action of σ P ΓQp on pS.
We then define

ξpwq “ rppwqnpσq ˆ w

for w P WQp and w ÞÑ σ under WQp ÝÑ ΓQp . The term npσq is defined above, in
the definition of ∆I and we have already seen that npσq “ npσqG1

ˆ npσqG2
.

We recall briefly the construction of rppwq. We denote by R the set R_pG˚, Sq
and define Σ to be the group of automorphisms of R generated by ΓQp and ǫ
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where ǫ acts on X˚pSq by ǫptq “ ´t (as in[LS87, Lemma 2.1A]). The group Σ
acts on R and divides it into Σ-orbits R “ R1

Ů
¨ ¨ ¨

Ů
Rk. For each Σ-orbit Ri,

we define an element rippwq and then take the product over the orbits to obtain
rppwq. Since RG˚ “ RG˚

1

Ů
RG˚

2

and the group Σ preserves RG˚
1

, RG˚
1

, we have

that rppwqG˚ “ rppwqG˚
1

ˆ rppwqG˚
2

. This implies the desired product identity for

∆G˚

III2,D
.

Finally, we show that

xinvrz1 ˆ z2sppδ1, δ2q, pδ˚
1 , δ

˚
2 q, s1 ˆ s2y “ xinvrz1spδ1, δ

˚
1 q, s1yxinvrz2spδ2, δ

˚
2 q, s2y.

We have a natural isomorphism BpQp, Sq “ BpQp, S1 ˆ S2q that maps the class

of g´1pz1 ˆ z2qσpgq to the product of the classes of g´1
1 z1σpg1q and g´1

2 z2σpg2q.
Moreover, this product decomposition respects the Kottwitz maps κi : BpQp, Siq Ñ

X˚p pSiqΓQp defining the above pairings. This implies the desired product formula.
�

3.3.2. Transfer factor and changing the normalization.

Lemma 3.5. Let f P HpUq and fH P HpHq be ∆rw´1, ̺, zs-matching functions for
an endoscopic datum pH, s, Lηq of U. If iU : UpQpq Ñ UpQpq and iH : HpQpq Ñ
HpQpq are the inverse functions, then fH˝iH and f˝iU are matching for the transfer
factors ∆1rw, ̺, zs with respect to the endoscopic datum pH, s´1, Lηq.

Proof. We consider first the ordinary endoscopic case. Suppose γH P HpQpq is
strongly regular and transfers to a strongly regular element γ P UpQpq. By hypoth-
esis, we have

SOH
γH

pfHq “
ÿ

γ1„stγ

∆rw´1, ̺, zspγH, γ
1qOU

γ1 pfq.

Then we need to show that

SOH
γH

pfH ˝ iHq “
ÿ

γ1„stγ

∆1rw, ̺, zspγH, γ
1qOU

γ1 pf ˝ iUq.

Since SOH
γH

pfH˝iHq “ SOH

γ
´1

H

pfHq andOU
γ1 pf˝iUq “ OU

pγ1q´1pfq, it suffices to show

that the transfer factor ∆rw´1, ̺, zspγ´1
H , pγ1q´1q with respect to the endoscopic

datum pH, s, Lηq is the same as the transfer factor ∆1rw, ̺, zspγH, γ
1q with respect

to the endoscopic datum pH, s´1, Lηq.
Recall that the transfer factor ∆1rw, ̺, zs is a product of terms

ǫLpV, ϕq∆´1
I ∆II∆III2∆IV xinvrzspγ, γ˚q, sy

which we need to use χ-data and a-data in order to define and moreover the transfer
factors do not depend on the choices of χ-data and a-data.

By [KS12, Section 5.1], the transfer factor ∆rw, ̺, zs is defined by the same
formula, except that one replaces the term ∆III2 by ∆III2,D, inverts ∆I and inverts
xinvrzspδ, δ˚q, sy. If one keeps track of the dependence on χ-data and a-data, then
∆III2,D,χ´1pγ´1

H , pγ1q´1q “ ∆III2,χpγH, γ
1q.

By using the definitions of the terms appearing in the transfer factors which we
recalled in Lemma 3.4, we have

ǫLpV, ϕq∆´1
I,ars´1s∆IV pγH, γ

1q “ ǫLpV, ϕq∆I,arss∆IV pγ´1
H , pγ1q´1q,
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since these terms do not depend on χ-data and where the ∆I,arss notation keeps
track of whether we plug in s or s´1 into the pairing defining ∆I . Moreover
∆II,χ´1,a´1pγ´1

H , pγ1q´1q “ ∆II,χ,apγH, γ
1q. Thus we have

∆1rw, ̺, zspγH, γ
1q

“ǫLpV, ϕq∆´1
I,ars´1s∆IV pγH, γ

1q∆II,χ,apγH, γ
1q∆III2,χpγH, γ

1qxinvrzspγ, γ˚q, s´1y

“ǫLpV, ϕq∆I,arss∆IV pγ´1
H , pγ1q´1q∆II,χ´1,a´1pγ´1

H , pγ1q´1q

¨ ∆III2,D,χ´1pγ´1
H , pγ1q´1qxinvrzspγ´1, pγ´1q˚q, sy´1.

Therefore ∆rw, ̺, zspγ´1
H , pγ1q´1q with respect to the endoscopic datum pH, s, Lηq

is nearly the same as ∆1rw, ̺, zspγH, γ
1q with respect to the endoscopic datum

pH, s´1, Lηq. The only difference is that in the above second product, the term
∆I is defined with respect to a-data and the term ∆II is defined with respect
to the a´1-data. However, the ∆I and ǫLpV, ϕq terms also depend on the Whit-
taker datum. According to [Kal13, page 16], we have ǫLpV, ϕq ¨∆I,apγ´1

H , pγ1q´1q “

ǫLpV, ϕ´1q ¨ ∆I,a´1pγ´1
H , pγ1q´1q.

Since inverting the character ϕ leads to the inverse Whittaker datum w´1, the
second product is actually the transfer factor ∆rw´1, ̺, zspγ´1

H , pγ1q´1q with respect
to the endoscopic datum pH, s, Lηq.

For the twisted endoscopic case, the same arguments still work. Indeed, in this
case H “ G¸ θ and we need to show that

SOH
γH

pfH ˝ iHq “
ÿ

γ1„stγ

∆1rw, ̺, zspγH, γ
1qOU

γ1 pf ˝ iUq.

Since SOH
γH

pfH˝iHq “ SOH

γ´1

H

pfHq andOU
γ1 pf˝iUq “ OU

pγ1q´1pfq, it suffices to show

that the transfer factor ∆rw´1, ̺, zspγ´1
H , pγ1q´1q with respect to the endoscopic

datum pH, s, Lηq is the same as the transfer factor ∆1rw, ̺, zspγH, γ
1q with respect

to the endoscopic datum pH, s´1, Lηq. By the results in [KS12, Sections 5.3, 5.4],
we know that the twisted transfer factor ∆1rw, ̺, zs is a product of terms

ǫLpV, ϕqp∆new
I q´1∆II∆

´1
III2

∆IV xinvrzspδ, δ˚q, sy

and the twisted transfer factor ∆Drw, ̺, zs is a product of terms

ǫLpV, ϕq∆new
I ∆II∆

new
III2

∆IV xinvrzspδ, δ˚q, sy´1.

Since ∆new
III2

is the term ∆III2 computed for the inverse set of χ-data, we see

that ∆new
III2,χ´1pγ´1

H , pγ1q´1q “ ∆III2,χpγH, γ
1q. Moreover p∆new

I q´1pγH, γ
1qrs´1s “

∆new
I pγH, γ

1qrss. Thus we have

∆1rw, ̺, zspγH, γ
1q

“ǫLpV, ϕqp∆new
I,a q´1rs´1s∆IV pγH, γ

1q∆II,χ,apγH, γ
1q∆´1

III2,χ
pγH, γ

1qxinvrzspγ, γ˚q, s´1y

“ǫLpV, ϕq∆new
I,a rss∆IV pγ´1

H , pγ1q´1q∆II,χ´1,a´1pγ´1
H , pγ1q´1q

¨ ∆new
III2,χ´1pγ´1

H , pγ1q´1qxinvrzspγ´1, pγ´1q˚q, sy´1.

As in the standard endoscopy case, the second product is actually the twisted
transfer factor ∆rw´1, ̺, zspγ´1

H , pγ1q´1q with respect to the endoscopic datum pH, s, Lηq.
�
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3.3.3. Endoscopy for ResE{QpGm. We now study the endoscopy of ResE{QpGm.

We must have H “ ResE{QpGm and pick s P pHΓQp . We will be most interested

in the case where Lη|pH is the identity map and so we assume this is the case. Then
Lη is determined up to conjugacy by an element of H1pWQp ,

{ResE{QpGmq. By the
Langlands correspondence for tori, this cocycle corresponds to a character λ of
ResE{QpGmpQpq “ Eˆ.

We now study transfer factors for the endoscopic datum pH, s, Lλq of ResE{QpGm.
Recall we have fixed an extended pure inner twist p̺Gm , zGmq of ResE{QpGm such
that ̺Gm : pResE{QpGmq˚ Ñ ResE{QpGm. Consider zH P HpQpq which transfers
to z P ResE{QpGm and z˚ P pResE{QpGmq˚. Our goal is to compute the transfer
factor ∆rwGm , ̺Gm , zGmspzH, zq.

Lemma 3.6. We have

∆rwGm , ̺Gm , zGmspzH, zq “ λpz˚qxinvrzGmspz, z˚q, sy´1.

Proof. We will calculate each term in the definition of transfer factor. The virtual
representation V in this case is 0 so that the factor ǫpV, ϕq “ 1. The terms ∆IV ,
∆II are trivial since ResE{QpGm has no absolute roots. The term ∆I is trivial since

the group pS{Zp {ResE{QpGmq is trivial.

We now compute ∆III2 . The L-maps ξpResE{QpGmq˚ , ξH and Lϕz˚,z˚ are all the

identity. Hence, by comparing ξ1 “ η ˝ ξe ˝ Lϕz˚,z˚ with ξResE{QpGm
, we see that

∆III2 “ λpz˚q.
The final term then contributes the factor xinvrzGmspz, z˚q, sy´1, completing the

argument. �

3.3.4. Transfer factors for GU and U ˆ ResE{QpGm. We use the notation of §3.2.
We denote the Whittaker datum and extended pure inner twists of U induced by
restriction from GU by w1

U and p̺1
U, z

1
Uq. We record the following lemma:

Lemma 3.7. Suppose that γH P HpQpq and γ P UpQpq are strongly regular and
related. Then we have the following equality

∆rw1
U, ̺

1
U, z

1
UspγH , γq “ ∆rwGU, ̺GU, zGUspγH, γqxinvrzGUspγ, γ˚q, syxinvrz1

Uspγ, γ˚q, sy´1.

Proof. This is [Xu16, Lemma 3.6] adapted to the non-quasisplit setting. �

Finally, we prove the following lemma:

Lemma 3.8. Suppose pγ, zq P pUˆResE{QpGmqpQpqsr and pγH, zHq P pHˆResE{QpGmqpQpqsr
are related. Then we have an equality of transfer factors

∆rwU, ̺U, zUsppγH, zHq, pγ, zqq “ ∆rwGU, ̺GU, zGUspγHzH, γzq.

Proof. First of all, by Lemma 3.4 we have

∆rwU, ̺U, zUsppγH, zHq, pγ, zqq “ ∆rw1
U, ̺

1
U, z

1
UspγH , γq ¨ ∆rwGm , ̺Gm , zGmspzH, zq.

By Lemma 3.6, this equals

∆rw1
U, ̺

1
U, z

1
UspγH , γq ¨ λpz˚qxinvrzGmspz, z˚q, sy´1,

and by Lemma 3.7 we have

∆rw1
U, ̺

1
U, z

1
UspγH , γq “ ∆rwGU, ̺GU, zGUspγH , γqxinvrzGUspγ, γ˚q, syxinvrz1

Uspγ, γ˚q, sy´1.
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Since the Kottwitz set and the Kottwitz map κ respect products, we get that

xinvrz1
Uspγ, γ˚q, syxinvrzGmspz, z˚q, sy “ xinvrzUsppγ, zq, pγ˚, z˚qq, sy.

By the functoriality of the Kottwitz map,

xinvrzUsppγ, zq, pγ˚, z˚qq, sy “ xinvrzGUspγz, γ˚z˚q, sy.

Hence we get

∆rwU, ̺U, zUsppγH, zHq, pγ, zqq

“ ∆rwGU, ̺GU, zGUspγH , γqxinvrzGUspγ, γ˚q, syxinvrzGUspγz, γ˚z˚q, sy´1.

On the other hand, by [LS87, Lemma 4.4A], there is a character λ1 on pResE{QpGmqpQpq
such that

∆rwGU, ̺GU, zGUspγHzH, γzq

“ ∆rwGU, ̺GU, zGUspγH, γqλ1pz˚qxinvrzGUspγ, γ˚q, syxinvrzGUspγz, γ˚z˚q, sy´1.

Hence, it remains to show that λ1pz˚q “ λpz˚q. We recall that λ is the char-
acter arising from the construction of the ∆III2 -term of the transfer factor for
ResE{QpGm. From the description in [LS87, Lemma 4.4A], λ1 is the restriction to
ZpGUq “ ResE{QpGm of the character arising from the ∆III2 -term of the transfer
factor for GU.

The characters λ and λ1 are determined by the failure of the following diagram
to commute:

LpResE{QpGmq LpResE{QpGmq

LSGpHq LS

LGpHq LGU

LpResE{QpGmq LpResE{QpGmq

ξGpHq ξGU

Lϕz˚,z˚

Lη

Lλ

We explain this diagram. The objects SGpHq and S are maximal tori in their
respective groups that are isomorphic by an admissible embedding Lϕz˚,z˚ . The

maps ξGpHq and ξGU are the L-embeddings constructed in [LS87, §(2.6)] from a
choice of χ-data. The lower two diagonal maps are induced by the embeddings
ResE{QpGm – ZpGUq ãÑ GU and ResE{QpGm – ZpGpHqq ãÑ GpHq. Since the

images of these embeddings lie in the image of the embeddings S ãÑ G and SGpHq ãÑ
GpHq respectively, we get induced maps ResE{QpGm ãÑ SGpHq and ResE{QpGm ãÑ
S. These induce the upper diagonal maps in the above diagram. The outer vertical
arrows are then defined so that the left and right trapezoids commute. Note that
by definition of npwq and rppwq the vertical maps LpResE{QpGmq Ñ LpResE{QpGmq
are both the identity. The bottom trapezoid commutes by construction. Finally
the top map is defined so that the top trapezoid commutes and will agree with Lη

on {ResE{QpGm and map p1, wq to p1, wq.
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Then the outer square fails to commute by the cocycle λ P Z1pWQp ,
{ResE{QpGmq

and the inner square fails to commute by λ1 P Z1pWQp ,
pT q. Since the trape-

zoids all commute, these cocycles agree under the natural map Z1pWQp ,
pT q ÝÑ

Z1pWQp ,
{ResE{QpGmq. This is the desired result. �

4. Properties of the local and global correspondences

In this section we prove a number of properties and compatibilities of the local
and global Langlands correspondences. These properties are needed to derive our
main theorem.

4.1. Unramified representations. In this subsection we suppose that v is a finite
place of Q and that Ev{Qv is unramified. We let GU, pid, 1q and U, pid, 1q be the
trivial extended pure inner twists of GU˚

Qv
pnq and U˚

Qv
pnq respectively. Let GUpZpq

be the standard hyperspecial subgroup. Then we say that π is GUpZpq-spherical if
it has nontrivial GUpZpq-invariants.

Proposition 4.1. Let ψ : LQv ÝÑ
L
GU˚

Qv
pnq P Ψ`pGU˚

Qv
pnqq be a generic pa-

rameter. Then ΠψpGU, idq contains a GUpZvq-spherical representation if and only
if ψ is unramified. In that case, ΠψpGU, idq contains a unique GUpZpq-spherical
representation π, which satisfies xπ, ¨y “ 1. The same results hold true for U.

Proof. We first consider the case where ψ P ΨpGU˚
Qv

pnqq (or ΨpU˚
Qv

pnqq). By

Corollary 2.14, we see that a spherical representation π of UpQvq lifts to a spherical
representation rπ of GUpQvq and vice versa. Moreover, by the construction local
packets for GUpQvq, we have that xπ, ¨y “ 1 if and only if xrπ, ¨y “ 1. Therefore it
suffices to prove the proposition for unitary groups.

We mimic the proof of Lemma 4.1.1 in [Tai17]. Denote f the characteristic
function of the standard special maximum compact subgroup of UpQvq. If ψ is
unramified then by proposition [Mok15, Proposition 7.4.3] we have

1 “
ÿ

πPΠψ

trpπ | fq.

In other words, the packet Πψ contains an unramified representation. The
uniqueness comes from Theorem 2.5.1a in [Mok15].

Suppose now that ψ is ramified. Then the base change L-parameter ηB ˝ ψ
is also ramified. By the local Langlands correspondence for GLnpEvq, one gets a
representation π of GLnpEvq corresponding to ηB ˝ ψ. Then, as in [Mok15, §3.2],
one lifts π to a representation π̃ of GLnpEvq ¸ θ Ă GLnpEvq ¸ xθy, where θ is
the automorphism g ÞÑ Jnσpgq´tJ´1

n of ResEv{QvGLn,Ev . Hence the corresponding
representation of GLnpOEv q ¸ θ is ramified. We want to show that

ř
πPΠψ

xπ, xytrpπ |

fq “ 0 for every x P Sψ. If we denote fN the characteristic function of GLnpOEv q¸θ
then fNpηB˝ψq “ 0. The twisted fundamental lemma implies that fN is the twisted
transfer of f and hence by [Mok15, Theorem 3.2.1 a] we have

ÿ

πPΠψ

trpπ | fq “
ÿ

πPΠψ

xπ, 1ytrpπ | fq “ fN pηB ˝ ψq “ 0.
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By the same argument we have
ÿ

πHPΠ
φH

xπH, 1ytrpπH | fHq “ 0 for every refined

endoscopic datum pH, s, Lηq of U where fH is the characteristic function of a hy-
perspecial subgroup HpZvq of H. By the fundamental lemma, fH is the transfer of
f . Then, again by [Mok15, Theorem 3.2.1 ] we have

ÿ

πPΠψ

xπ, xytrpπ | fq “
ÿ

πHPΠ
ψH

xπH, 1ytrpπH | fHq “ 0.

where pψ, xq corresponds to pH, s, Lη, ψHq under [BM21a, Proposition 3.10]. Hence
we conclude that trpπ | fq “ 0 for every π P ΠψpU, idq. Therefore the packet
ΠψpU, idq does not contain any unramified representations.

We now consider the case of general ψ P ΨpGU˚
Qv

pnq, idq. This follows from the

fact that IGU
P pπq is GUpQvq-spherical if and only if π is MpQvq-spherical for M a

standard Levi subgroup with parabolic subgroup P . �

4.2. On the hypothesis STH
ellpf

Hq “ STH
discpf

Hq. In this section, we prove that for
pH, s, ηq a refined elliptic endoscopic datum of GU “ GUpV q and fH P C8

c pGUpAqq
that is stable cuspidal at infinity and cuspidal at a finite place v, we have an equality
of traces:

STH
ellpf

Hq “ STH
discpf

Hq.

We begin with some preparatory notation and lemmas. Let G be a connected
reductive group defined over Q and let ν be a sufficiently regular (in the sense of
Lemma 5.11) quasi-character of AGpRq0 and C8

c pGpRq, ν´1q be the set of functions
f8 : GpRq ÝÑ C smooth, with compact support modulo AGpRq0 and such that for
every pz, gq P AGpRq0 ˆGpRq, f8pzgq “ ν´1pzqf8pgq. Fix KG a maximal compact
subgroup of GpRq.

Definition 4.2. (Stable cuspidal function at infinity) We say that f8 P C8
c pGpRq, ν´1q

is stable cuspidal if f8 is left and right KG-finite and if the function

ΠtemppGpRq, νq ÝÑ C, π ÞÝÑ trpπ | f8q

vanishes outside ΠdiscpGpRqq and is constant in the L-packets of ΠdiscpGpRq, νq.

Definition 4.3. (cuspidal function) We say that fv P C8
c pGvpQvq, ν´1q is cuspidal

if fv if for each proper Levi subgroup we have that the constant term, fv,M , vanishes
(as defined in [GKM97, (7.13.2)]).

We record the following well-known lemma

Lemma 4.4. If f8 P C8
c pGpRq, ν´1q is a stable cuspidal function and pH, s, ηq

is an endoscopic triple of G then there exists a stable cuspidal transfer function
fH

8 P C8
c pHpRq, ν´1q of f8.

Proof sketch. By [She82] we can find a function fH
8 P C8

c pHpRq, ν´1q that transfers
to f8. Define the function F on the set of unitary tempered representations of
HpRq by setting

F pπq “
1

|ΠφpHpRqq|

ÿ

π1PΠφpHpRqq

trpπ1|fH
8q,

for π P ΠφpHpRqq. Then F must be supported on finitely many discrete series
packets since f8 is stable cuspidal and pH, s, ηq is elliptic. Hence, by [CD90, The-
orem 1] there exists a function f 1H

8 P C8
c pHpRq, ν´1q that is stable cuspidal and
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F pπq “ trpπ|f 1H
8 q. Thus, f 1H

8 has the same stable orbital integrals as fH
8. This

implies that f 1H
8 is a stable cuspidal transfer of f8. �

We recall that STH
ellpf

Hq is defined by the formula

(4.1) STH
ellphq :“

ÿ

γH

τpHqSOγH phq,

where the sum is over a set of representatives of the pGU,Hq-regular, semisimple,
Q-elliptic, stable conjugacy classes in HpQq.

Definition 4.5. We define the term STH
discpf

Hq to equal

ÿ

ψPΨ2pHq

1

|Sψ|

ÿ

πPΠψpH,νq

x1, πytrpπ | fHq.

Note that we have suppressed the term ǫψpsψq from this expression because our
assumption on ν implies that all ψ are generic by Lemma 5.11.

Separately, we have for every Levi subgroup M of H the term STH
M defined in

[Mor10, pg 86] as well as the term STH defined by

STH :“
ÿ

M

pnH
Mq´1STH

M,

for certain constants pnH
Mq´1.

We prove the following standard result.

Lemma 4.6. Suppose h P HpAq is stable cuspidal at infinity and cuspidal at a finite
place. Then

‚ For any M ‰ H we have

STH
Mphq “ 0.

‚ If M “ H then

STH
H phq “ STH

ellphq.

Proof. To prove the first part, we note that by definition, for M a proper Levi
subgroup, the “constant term” h8

M is 0 (for instance see the definition before [Art88,
Theorem 7.1]). This implies that STH

Mphq “ 0.
We now prove the second part. We first show that SΦHpγH, h8q “ SOγHph8q.

By [Art89, Theorem 5.1], we have that

OγHph8q “ ΦHpγH, h8q “ vpIγHq´1
ÿ

Π

ΦHpγ´1
H ,Πqtrpπ | h8q,

where the sum is over discrete series L-packets of HpRq with central character νH
(the unique character of AHpRq0 such that if a parameter ΨH has central character
restricting to νH then Lη ˝ ΨH has central character ν). The representation π is
some representative of Π, and the value of trpπ | h8q does not depend on the
choice of representative since h8 is stable cuspidal. The γ´1 in this formula that
is seemingly at odds with the formula of Arthur is explained by [GKM97, p. 7.19].

Therefore we have

SOγHph8q “
ÿ

γ1
H

„stγH

epIγ1
H

qΦHpγH, h8q.
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Now by definition,

SΦHpγH, h8q “ vpIγHq´1
ÿ

Π

ΦHpγ´1
H ,ΠqtrpΠ | h8q.

Since h8 is stable cuspidal, we have trpΠ | h8q “ |Π|trpπ | h8q. Furthermore, it
follows from the definitions and basic properties of the Kottwitz sign, that

epIγHqvpIγHq “ p´1qqpIγH qVolpIγHpRq{AHpRq0q “ vpIγHqdpIγHq,

where dpIγHq “ | kerpH1pR, T q Ñ H1pR, IγHq| for T an elliptic maximal torus of
IγH .

Finally, we put everything together to get

SOγHph8q “
ÿ

γ1
H

„stγH

epIγ1
H

qΦHpγ1
H, h8q

“
ÿ

γ1
H

„stγH

dpIγ1
H

q

vpIγ1
H

q

ÿ

Π

ΦHpγ1´1

H ,Πqtrpπ | h8q

“
ÿ

γ1
H

„stγH

dpIγ1
H

q

|Π|
SΦHpγ1

H, h8q

“ SΦHpγH, h8q.

The last equality follows from the fact that SΦHpγH, h8q only depends on the stable
class of γH and

ÿ

γ1
H

„stγH

dpIγ1
H

q

|Π|
“ 1.

Indeed, |Π| is well known to equal | kerpH1pR, T q Ñ H1pR,Hqq| for T an elliptic
maximal torus of H. Hence, it suffices to show that

ÿ

γ1
H

„stγH

dpIγ1
H

q “ | kerpH1pR, T q Ñ H1pR,Hqq|.

To see this, first note that the set of conjugacy classes that are stably conjugate
to γH is in natural bijection with kerpH1pR, IγHq Ñ H1pR,Hqq. For each such
conjugacy class, we can choose a representative γ1

H P T . This follows from the fact
that since H contains an elliptic maximal torus, any elliptic element of HpRq is
contained in an elliptic maximal torus and all elliptic maximal tori are conjugate in
HpRq. Then the set of classes in H1pR, T q mapping to the class of γ1

H in H1pR, IγHq
is in bijection with kerpH1pR, T q Ñ H1pR, Iγ1

H
qq.

It then follows that

STH
H phq “ τpHq

ÿ

γH

SOγHphq,

where the sum is over stable conjugacy classes in HpQq that are semisimple and
elliptic in HpRq.

Since h8 is stable cuspidal, its orbital integrals vanish on γH that are not elliptic
at R, so we may as well impose this condition. By [Mor10, Proposition 3.3.4,
Remark 3.3.5] we may also restrict the sum to γH that are pGU,Hq-regular. We
then see that this is equal to STH

ellphq. �
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Suppose now that f P HpGUpAqq is stable cuspidal at infinity and cuspidal
at a finite place. Then by the above Lemma 4.4 and [Art96, Lemma 3.4], for each
elliptic endoscopic datum pH, s, ηq, we can find a function fH that is stable cuspidal
at infinity, cuspidal at a finite place, and a transfer of f .

Our proof of the main result of this section will be by induction. We now state
the key formulas we will need.

First, we have the following theorem of Morel:

Theorem 4.7. See [Mor10, Theorem 5.4.1] Let G be a connected reductive group.
Let f “ f8f8 where f8 P C8

c pGpRq,Cq and f8 P C8
c pGpAf q,Cq. Assume that f8

is stable cuspidal and that for every pH, s, ηq P EpGq, there exists a transfer fH of
f . Then:

TGpfq “
ÿ

pH,s,ηqPEpGq

ιpG,HqSTHpfHq

where EpGq is the set of isomorphism classes of elliptic endoscopic triples in the
sense of Kottwitz and we recall that TGpfq is defined to be the trace of f on
L2
discpGpQqzGpAqq.

Now we fix an odd positive integer n. By Proposition 2.20 and Remark 2.24 we
have the following formula for each group G1 of the form GpU˚pn1q ˆ ...ˆ U˚pnkqq

such that
kř
i“1

ni “ n. We note that all such groups are quasisplit.

For a function fG1

P HpG1pAqq:

TG1

pfG1

q “
ÿ

ψPΨ2pG1q

ÿ

πPΠψpG1,ξ,1q

trpπ | fG1

q,

where ΠψpG1, ξ, 1q is the subset of ΠψpG1, ξq containing those π with trivial char-
acter x¨, πy.

We now prove by induction that for each group G1 that we consider and for each
fG1

P HpG1pAqq stable cuspidal at infinity, we have

(4.2) STG1

pfG1

q “ STG1

discpf
G1

q.

We induct on
kř
i“1

n2
i . Hence, the base case is when each ni “ 1. Such a group G1 is

a torus and hence has no non-trivial elliptic endoscopy. In particular, by Theorem
4.7 we have that

(4.3) TG1

pfG1

q “ STG1

pfG1

q

and hence it suffices to show that TG1

pfG1

q “ STG1

discpf
G1

q. By 5 since there is no

non-trivial endoscopy, each Sψ “ 1 and hence x¨, πy is the trivial character for all
π. The result follows.

We now settle the inductive step. Suppose we have shown STG1

pfG1

q “ STG1

discpf
G1

q

for each G1 satisfying
kř
i“1

n2
i ď N . Suppose that G1 satisfies

kř
i“1

n2
i “ N ` 1. Pick

a function fG1

P HpG1pAqq that is stable cuspidal at infinity and for each elliptic
endoscopic datum pH, s, ηq of G1 we pick by Lemma 4.4 a transfer fH P HpHpAqq
that is stable cuspidal at infinity.
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Then we can write Theorem 4.7 in the form

TG1

pfG1

q “ STG1

pfG1

q `
ÿ

pH,s,ηqPEpG1q

ιpG1,HqSTHpfHq,

where for each nontrivial elliptic endoscopic group H appearing in the sum on
right-hand side, we have verified STHpfHq “ STH

discpf
Hq by inductive assumption.

To conclude, it suffices to show that we have an equality

TG1

pfG1

q “ STG1

discpf
G1

q `
ÿ

pH,s,ηqPEpG1q

ιpG1,HqSTH
discpf

Hq.

We prove this by arguing as in [Tai19, pg30] (cf [Kot84, §12]). Indeed, we have

ÿ

pH,s,ηqPEpG1q

ιpG1,HqSTH
discpf

Hq “
ÿ

pH,s,ηqPEpG1q

ιpG1,Hq
ÿ

ψPΨ2pH˚q

1

|Sψ|

ÿ

πPΠψpH,νq

x1, πytrpπ | fHq.

Now, we apply at each place the endoscopic character identity we proved in Section
3 and argue as for the equation [Tai19, (11), pg30] to get that the above equals

ÿ

ψPΨ2pG1˚q

ÿ

sPSψ

1

|Sψ|

ÿ

πPΠψpG1,νq

xs, πytrpπ | fG1

q.

Now we use that ÿ

sPSψ

1

|Sψ|
xs, πy

is 1 if π P ΠψpG, ν, 1q and 0 otherwise to get that the above equals
ÿ

ψPΨ2pG1˚q

ÿ

πPΠψpG1,ν,1q

trpπ | fG1

q,

which equals TG1

pfG1

q as desired.

4.3. Some special global liftings.

We remind that parameters with a dot above are global parameters. Now

consider rψ : WQv ÝÑ
L
GU˚

Qv
pnq “

`
GLnpCq ˆ Cˆ

˘
¸ WQv a supercuspidal L-

parameter. We denote ψ the L-parameter of U˚
Qv

pnq obtained from rψ by the pro-

jection
L
GU˚

Qv
pnq ÝÑ

L
U˚

Qv
pnq. There is a (standard) base change morphism :

(4.4) ηB : ΦpGU˚
Qv

pnqq ÝÑ ΦpGLEv pnq ˆ Gmq.

Denote by rψn the image of rψ by this morphism. Then rψn is just the restriction of
rψ toWEv . SinceWEv acts trivially on GLnpCqˆCˆ, if we denote ψn the projection

of rψn to GLnpCq, then it is an n dimensional representation of WEv and moreover
ψn is the the image of ψ by the (standard) base change morphism.

Since ψ is a supercuspidal L-parameter (in particular, a discrete L-parameter),
the group Sψ is finite (see [Kot84, Lemma 10.3.1]) and we can write ψn “ ψn1

1 ‘
¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ψnrr where the ψnii are irreducible and pairwise distinct. By the computation
in [Kal+14, page 62, 63], all the ψnii are conjugate-orthogonal and we have

Sψ » S
6
ψ »

rź

i“1

Op1,Cq »
rź

i“1

Z{2Z.
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Moreover, the group ZppUQv pnqqΓ “
 

˘Id
(
embeds diagonally into Sψ. Furthermore

detp´Idq “ ´1 and Sψ “
 

˘ Id
(

ˆ S`
ψ . By Lemma 2.15 we have

S rψ » Sψ “ Sψ{
 

˘ Id
(

»
r´1ź

i“1

Z{2Z,

and

S rψ » S
6
rψ » S`

ψ ˆ Cˆ »
´ r´1ź

i“1

Z{2Z ˆ
¯

ˆ Cˆ.

Let
r9ψ “ p 9ψ, χq be a discrete global L-parameter of GUpAq. The corresponding

L-packet consists of automorphic representations of GUpAq whose central character
is χ and whose restriction to UpAq is an automorphic representation in the L-packet

of 9ψ. Again, we denote by 9ψn “ Π1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Πm the isobaric sum of automorphic

representations of GLnpAEq corresponding to 9ψ. As in the local case, we see that
S 9ψ is finite and by [Kal+14, page 69] we have then

S 9ψ » S
6
9ψ

“
mź

i“1

Op1,Cq »
mź

i“1

Z{2Z

with the group ZppUQpnqqΓ “
 

˘ Id
(
embedded diagonally into S 9ψ and an isomor-

phism S 9ψ –
 

˘ Id
(

ˆ S`
9ψ
. Thus

SĂ9ψ
“ S 9ψ “ S 9ψ{

 
˘ Id

(
»

m´1ź

i“1

Z{2Z,

SĂ9ψ
» S

6
Ă9ψ

» S`
9ψ

ˆ Cˆ »
´m´1ź

i“1

Z{2Z
¯

ˆ Cˆ.

We say that a global parameter
r9ψ “ p 9ψ, χq is a global lifting of rψ if we have

p 9ψv, χvq = rψ where p 9ψv, χvq is the localization at v. In this case, there exist mor-

phisms λ : S 9ψ ÝÑ Sψ, rλ : SĂ9ψ
ÝÑ S rψ and λ : S 9ψ ÝÑ Sψ. Since the the local

and global parameters ψ and 9ψ are discrete, these maps are injective (see [Mok15,
page 28-31] for more details). In this section, we construct some global liftings
r9ψ “ p 9ψ, χq such that the above maps λ, rλ and λ have some special properties.

4.3.1. First construction. (c.f. Lemma 4.2.1 in [Kal+14])
We choose an auxiliary place u of Q which splits over E as u “ ww. Therefore

UpQuq is isomorphic to GLnpEwq. By [Shi12a, Theorem 5.7], there exists a cuspidal
automorphic representation Π of UpAq satisfying the following properties

‚ Π8 is discrete series corresponding to a regular highest weight and with suf-
ficiently regular infinitesimal character in the sense of [Ngu19, Def. 2.2.10],

‚ Πv belongs to the packet ΠψpUpQvq, ̺Uq,
‚ Πu is a supercuspidal representation of GLnpEwq.

Note that such a Π will be cohomological by the first condition and the remark at
the end of §2 of [Kot92].

By Lemma 4.1.2 of [GL16], we can extend Π to an algebraic cuspidal automorphic
representation Π of GUpAq. Furthermore, we can assume that Π is cohomological
since Π is.
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Consider the exact sequence

1 ÝÑ U ÝÑ GU
c

ÝÑ Gm ÝÑ 1.

Since Πv belongs to the packet ΠψpUpQvq, ̺Uq, the central character ωΠv
and

the central character ω rψ of any representation in Π rψpGUpQvq, ̺GUq must agree on

ZpGUq X U. The map c restricted to ZpGUq has kernel equal to ZpGUq X U so
that ωΠv

ω´1
rψ factors to give a character of impcq which (since n is odd) is the norm

subgroup NEˆ
v {Qˆ

v
Ă Qˆ

v . We can choose a lift of this character to Qˆ
v and hence we

conclude that there is some character ω : Qˆ
v Ñ Cˆ such that Πv b pω ˝ cq belongs

to the packet Π rψpGUpQvq, ̺GUq.

There is an isomorphism of topological groups

Qˆ ˆ Rą0 ˆ
ź

Zˆ
p ÝÑ GmpAq

pr, t, pupqq ÞÝÑ prt, ru2, ru3, ¨ ¨ ¨ q.

Then there is a character Ω of Qˆ ˆRą0ˆ
ś

Zˆ
p such that Ω is trivial on Qˆ ˆRą0,

Ω|Zˆ
v

” ω|Zˆ
v
and Ωp´1, 1, p´1qq “ 1. This character descends to a Hecke character

Ω of GmpQqzGmpAq such that Ωv “ ω b κ where κ : Qˆ
v ÝÑ Cˆ is an unramified

character and Ω8 is trivial. In particular if we denote rΠ :“ Π b pΩ ˝ cq then it

is still cohomological (since Π is) and the local representation rΠv belongs to the
packet Π rψpGUpQvq, ̺GUq up to an unramified character twist.

Therefore the global parameter
r9ψ “ p 9ψ, χq is a globalisation of rψ, up to an

unramified twist (where 9ψ is the global parameter of Π and χ corresponds to the

central character of rΠ). Since Π8 has sufficiently regular infinitesimal character,
9ψ is generic (Lemma 5.11). The last condition implies that 9ψn is a cuspidal au-
tomorphic representation of GLnpAEq which is self-dual and conjugate orthogonal.
Therefore we have S 9ψ “ t˘Idu ([Kal+14, page 69]) so S 9ψ “

 
Id
(
. The above

second condition implies that 9ψ is a global lift of ψ. Since the map λ is injective,
we see that λ is the diagonal embedding of

 
˘ Id

(
into Sψ.

Moreover since S rψ “ Sψ “
 
Id
(
and SĂ9ψ

“ S 9ψ, the map λ is the trivial map.

The group S`
9ψ
is also trivial and the map λ̃ is given by

SĂ9ψ
» Cˆ ÝÑ S rψ » S`

ψ ˆ Cˆ

t ÞÝÑ pId, tq.

4.3.2. Second construction. . (We adapt the proof of Lemma 4.4.1 in [Kal+14])

Consider an element s “
`
xi
˘r
i“1

P Sψ “
rź

i“1

Z{2Z whose image in Sψ is de-

noted by s. We can suppose that xi “ 1 for i P X Ă t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ru and xi “ ´1 for

i P Y Ă t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ru. Denote ψnXX “
à
iPX

ψnii and ψnYY “
à
iPY

ψnii (where nX “
ÿ

iPX

ni

and nY “
ÿ

iPY

ni). Since all the ψnii are conjugate orthogonal, by [Mok15, Lemma

2.2.1], the L-parameters ψnXX resp. ψnYY come from L-parameters ψX resp. ψY of
unitary groups UQv pnXq resp. UQv pnY q by the base change map ηB (see (4.4)).
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Now as in the first construction, for these L-parameters we can construct cuspi-
dal automorphic representations ΠnXX resp. ΠnYY , of GLnX pAEq resp. GLnY pAEq.
Since these automorphic representations are self-dual and conjugate-orthogonal,
the isobaric sum ΠnXX ‘ ΠnYY factors through the base change map ηB ([Kal+14,
Proposition 1.3.1], [Mok15, page 27]). Denote this global L-parameter of UpAq by
9ψ. Again by [Kal+14, page 69] we know that S 9ψ »

ź

iPtX,Y u

Z{2Z. As in the first

construction, the L-parameter 9ψ is generic (Lemma 5.11) and is a global lift of ψ.
Moreover the localization map λ is defined as follows

S 9ψ ÝÑ Sψ

px1, x2q ÞÝÑ px1, ¨ ¨ ¨x1looomooon
iPX

, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x2loooomoooon
iPY

q.

Now, taking the quotient by
 

˘ Id
(
we see that S 9ψ “ S 9ψ{

 
˘ Id

(
» Z{2Z and

the map λ is given by :

S 9ψ ÝÑ Sψ

p´1q ÞÝÑ s

Now take an automorphic representation Π of UpAq in the packet Π 9ψpU, ̺Uq. By
the same argument as in the first construction, we can extend it to an automorphic

representation rΠ of GUpAq such that rΠv belongs to the packet Π rψpGUpQvq, ̺GUq

up to an un-ramified twist. Thus the global parameter
r9ψ of rΠ is a globalisation of

rψ. We have then S`
9ψ

» Z{2Z and SĂ9ψ
“ S`

9ψ
ˆ Cˆ.

Furthermore, if the element s belongs to S`
ψ then px1, x2q belongs to S`

9ψ
since

the map λ is injective and restricts to a map from S`
9ψ
to S`

ψ . Therefore, we have

the following description of the map rλ

SĂ9ψ
» Z{2Z ˆ Cˆ ÝÑ S rψ » S`

ψ ˆ Cˆ

1 ˆ t ÞÝÑ 1 ˆ t

´1 ˆ t ÞÝÑ px1, ¨ ¨ ¨x1looomooon
iPX

, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x2loooomoooon
iPY

q ˆ t.

4.4. Galois representations associated to global cohomological generic pa-

rameters. We have fixed a quadratic imaginary extension E of Q. In this subsec-
tion, we associate representations of ΓE to certain global parameters.

Let p 9ψ, χq be a global parameter of a global unitary similitude group GU. In

particular 9ψ is a global parameter for the corresponding unitary group U. We

suppose further that the localization at infinity p 9ψ8, χ8q is regular and sufficiently

regular so that 9ψ will be generic.

We first associate a ΓE representation to 9ψ. Associated to 9ψ, we have the

quadratic base change, 9φn, which is an automorphic representation of GLnpAEq.

Since the global parameter is generic, the representation 9ψn is of the form Π1 ‘

¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Πk where Πi are self dual cuspidal generic and cohomological automorphic.
Now, fix a place ℓ of Q and an isomorphism ιℓ : Qℓ Ñ C. Then by [Shi11, Theorem
1.2], for each representation Πi there is a unique ℓ-adic ΓE-representation ρ

i such
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that for each place P of E not dividing ℓ, we have the following isomorphism of
Weil-Deligne representations

WDpρi|ΓEP
qF´ss – ι´1

ℓ LppΠiqPq,

where LppΠiqPq is the local parameter associated to pΠiqP under the local Lang-
lands correspondence.

Similarly, if we denote ρ “ ρ1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ρk, then for each place P dividing q and
not dividing ℓ, we have that

WDpρ|ΓEP
qF´ss “ ι´1

ℓ LppΠ1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ΠkqPq.

Denote by 9ψP the localization of 9ψ at P . By the definition of localization map
of global parameters ([Mok15, p. 18, 19]), we see that the local L-parameter (not

necessarily bounded) corresponding to WDpρ|ΓEP
qF´ss is 9ψP if q is split in E. If

q is inert in E then q “ P and EP is a quadratic extension of Qq. In this case

WDpρ|ΓEP
qF´ss corresponds to the image of 9ψP via the base change map ηB and

equals 9ψP|LEP

.

The central character χ gives rise to a character of GL1pAEq and hence an ℓ-adic
character χ1. The pair pρ, χ1q then gives us a morphism

rρ : ΓE ÝÑ GLnpQℓq ˆ Q
ˆ

ℓ .

From the local-global compatibility properties of ρ, we conclude that for every
place P dividing a prime q ‰ ℓ, the restriction rρ|WEP

equals pψq, χqq|WEP
where

pψq, χqq is the localization of the global parameter p 9ψ, χq at the prime q.

5. Rapoport–Zink spaces and an averaging formula

5.1. Rapoport–Zink spaces. We continue with our fixed prime number p as

before. Let Q̆p :“ yQnr
p “ FracW pFpq the completion of the maximal unramified

extension of Qp and σ the geometric Frobenius automorphism of Q̆p{Qp.
We will be interested in the subset BpQp.G, µq of BpQp,Gq associated with a

minuscule cocharacter µ : Gm{Qp
ÝÑ G

Qp
as defined in [Kot97, §6.2]. The Bruhat

ordering on the image of the Newton map induces a partial order on BpQp,G, µq.

Definition 5.1. A Rapoport–Zink data of simple unramified unitary PEL type
pEp, ˚, V, x¨|¨y,GU, µ, bq consists of the following

‚ an unramifed extension Ep of degree 2 of Qp with a non trivial involution
˚,

‚ a Ep-vector space V of dimension n,
‚ a symplectic Hermitian form x¨|¨y : V ˆ V ÝÑ Qp for which there is a
self-dual lattice Λ,

‚ a conjugacy class of minuscule cocharacters µ : GmQp
ÝÑ GUQp

where GU

is the similitude unitary group defined over Q by

GUpRq “
 
g P GLpV bRq|xgv, gwy “ cpgqxv, wy, v, w P V bR

(

for all Q-algebra R and cpgq P Rˆ.
‚ a σ-conjugacy class b P BpQp,GU,´µq. We also suppose that c ˝ µpzq “ z

where c is the similitude factor of GU.
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Denote IEp :“ HomQppEp,Qpq then the cocharacter µ is determined by the
integral couples ppτ , qτ qτPIEp such that pτ ` qτ “ n and ppτ , qτ q “ pqτ˚ , pτ˚q.

To such a data, we associate the isocrystal N “
´
V bQp Q̆p, b ˝ pId b σq

¯
with

an action ι : OEp ÝÑ EndpNq and an alternating non degenerate form x¨|¨y :

N ˆ N ÝÑ Q̆ppnq where n “ valppcpbqq. By Dieudonne’s theory, the isocrystal N

corresponds to a p-divisible group pX, ι, λq defined over Fp provided with an action
of OEp and a polarization λ.

Theorem 5.2. [RZ96, Theorem 3.25] Let M be the functor associating to each
O

Q̆p
scheme S on which p is locally nilpotent the set of pairs pX, ρq where:

- X is a p-divisible group over S with a p-principle polarization λX and an
action ιX such as the Rosati involution inducing by λX induces ˚ on OEp .

- A OEp-linear quasi-isogeny ρ : XˆSS ÝÑ XˆSpecpFpqS such that ρV ˝λX˝ρ

is a Qp-multiple of λX in HomOEp
pX,XV q bZ Q. (here, S is the modulo p

reduction of S).

We also require that pX, ιXq satisfies the Kottwitz determinant condition. More
precisely, under the action of Ep, we have a decomposition: LiepXq “

À
τ LiepXqτ

then LiepXqτ is locally free of rank pτ . This functor is then represented by a formal
scheme defined over SpfpO

Q̆p
q.

In order to introduce the usual level structures, we work with the rigid generic
fiber Man of M over Q̆p. We set C0 “ tg P GUpQpq | gΛ “ Λu, a maximal compact
subgroup of GUpQpq.

Definition 5.3. Let T {Man be the local system defined by the p-adic Tate module
of the universal p-divisible group on M. For K Ă C0 we define MK as the etale
covering of Man which classifies the OEp- trivializations modulo K of T by Λ. We
also require that the trivialization preserves the alternating form up to Qˆ

p .

We have, in particular, that Man “ MC0
. We then get a tower pMKpqKp of an-

alytic spaces on Q̆p provided with finite étale transition maps ΦK1
p,Kp

: MK
1
p

ÝÑ

MKp (for K
1

p Ă Kp) which forget the level structure. The map ΦK1
p,Kp

is Galois of

Galois group Kp{K
1

p if K
1

p is normal in Kp.

Let JbpQpq be the group of OEp -linear quasi-isogenies g of X such that λ ˝ g is a
Qˆ- multiple of g_ ˝ λ. The group JbpQpq acts on the left on M by the formula

@g P JbpQpq @pX, ρq P M, pX, ρq ¨ g “ pX, ρ ˝ g´1q.

We say that a simple unramified unitary Rapoport–Zink datum pEp, ˚, V, x¨|¨y,GU, µ, bq
is basic if the associated group JbpQpq is an inner form of GU. The above datum is
basic if and only if b is the unique minimal element in BpQp,GU, µq. In this case,
we also say that b is basic.

Let ℓ ‰ p be a prime number. Let Kp Ă C0 be a level. As in [Far04, remark
2.6.3] we denote:

H‚
c pMKp ,Qℓq :“ lim

ÝÑ
V

lim
ÐÝn

H‚
c pV b

Q̆p
Cp,Z{ℓnZq b Qℓ
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where V runs through the relatively compact open subsets of MKp .

The group JbpQpq acts on MC0
and this action extends to MKp so that JbpQpq

acts on H‚
c pMKp ,Qℓq. Since n is odd, the reflex field of the conjugacy class of µ

is Ep. We can also define an action of the Weil group WEp on these cohomology
groups thanks to the Rapoport–Zink descent data defined as below.

Let σEp : Q̆p
„

ÝÑ Q̆p the relative Frobenius automorphism with respect to Ep.

We denote by σEp the Frobenius morphism induced on Fp. For X a p-divisible

group defined over Fp, we note FEp : X ÝÑ σ˚
Ep

X the relative Frobenius morphism.

We construct a functor isomorphism α : M ÝÑ σ˚
Ep

M as follows.

For S a O
Q̆p

scheme on which p is nilpotent as well as a point pX, ρq P MpSq,

the point pXα, ραq associated in σ˚
Ep

MpSq is defined as follows: Xα :“ X with

the action of ιXα :“ ιX , with the polarization λXα :“ λX and ρα :“ ρ ˝ F´1
Ep

.

The isomorphism of functors α : M ÝÑ σ˚
Ep

M is the Rapoport–Zink descent data

associated with M. Since the descent data commute with the action of JbpQpq, the

groups H‚
c pMKp ,Qℓq has an action of JbpQpq ˆWEp . In addition, when Kp varies,

the system pH‚
c pMKp ,QℓqqKp has an action of GUpQpq. Thus, this system has an

action of GUpQpq ˆ JbpQpq ˆWEp . Let ρ be an admissible ℓ-adic representation of
JbpQpq, we define

Hi,jpGU, b, µqrρs :“ lim
ÝÑ
Kp

Extj
JbpQpqpHi

cpMKp ,Qℓq, ρq.

By [Man08, Theorem 8], the Hi,jpGU, b, µqrρs are admissible and are zero for
almost all i, j ě 0. Finally, we define the homomorphism of Grothendieck groups
MantGU,b,µ : GrothpJbpQpqq Ñ GrothpGpQpq ˆWEµ by

MantGU,b,µpρq :“
ÿ

i,j

p´1qi`jHi,jpGU, b, µqrρsp´ dimM
anq.

5.2. An averaging formula for the cohomology of Rapoport–Zink spaces.

In this section we deduce an averaging formula for the cohomology of Rapoport–
Zink spaces using the results of [BM21a].

We begin with some endoscopic preliminaries. To state the formula, we need the
following notion of endoscopic data for Levi subgroups.

Definition 5.4. (cf. [BM21a, Definition 2.18]) Let M Ă G be a Levi subgroup.
We say that pH,HM, s, ηq is an embedded endoscopic datum of G relative to M if
pH, s, ηq is a refined endoscopic datum of G and the restriction pHM, s, η|yHM

q gives

a refined endoscopic datum of M.
We say that two embedded endoscopic data pH,HM, s, ηq and pH1,H1

M, s
1, η1q

are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism α : H Ñ H1 of refined endoscopic
data pH, s, ηq and pH1, s1, η1q whose restriction αM to HM gives an isomorphism of
pHM, s, ηq and pH1

M, s
1, η1q. We denote the set of isomorphism classes of embedded

endoscopic data of G relative to M by EepM,Gq.

We now fix a refined elliptic endoscopic datum pH, s, ηq of GU. Note that for
each standard Levi subgroup M Ă G, there is a natural forgetful map

Y e : EepM,GUq Ñ E
rpGUq.
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We define E ipM,GU;Hq to be the set of embedded endoscopic data pH1,H1
M, s

1, η1q
such that H1 “ H and whose class lies in the fiber pY eq´1ppH, s, ηqq modulo the
relation that two data pH,HM, s, ηq and pH,H1

M, s
1, η1q are equivalent if there exists

an inner automorphism α of H inducing an isomorphism of the embedded endoscopic
data.

Fix a maximal torus xTH Ă pH and define pT :“ ηpxTHq Ă yGU. By the comment be-
fore [BM21a, Proposition 2.27], we have that the set E ipM,GU;Hq is parametrized

by the set of double cosets W ppT, pMqzW pM,Hq{W pxTH, pHq where W ppT, pMq and

W pxTH, pHq are the Weyl groups of pM and pH respectively and W pM,Hq is defined in
[BM21a, Definition 2.23].

Finally, for an inner form J of M, we define the subset E ieffpJ,GU;Hq Ă E ipM,GU;Hq
to consist of those equivalence class of endoscopic data pH,HM, s, ηq such that there
exists a maximal torus TH Ă H that transfers to J.

We now fix b P BpQp,GU, µq and let b̃ P GUpQ̆pq be a decent lift. We get a
standard Levi subgroup Mb of GU and an extended pure inner twist Jb of Mb. Let
νb : D Ñ AMb

(where AMb
is the maximal split torus in the center of Mb) denote

the image of the Newton map applied to b. Fix pH, s, Lηq an elliptic endoscopic
group of GU and a set, Xe

Jb
, of representatives of E ieffpJb,GU;Hq. Furthermore, for

each pH,HMb
, s, ηq P Xe

Jb
we may choose an extension Lη : LH Ñ LGU of η. We

also get a natural map AMb
ãÑ AHMb

. Then we define ν to be the composition of
νb with this map.

We then make the following definition.

Definition 5.5. We define

(5.1) RedH
e

b : GrothstpHpQpqq Ñ GrothpJbpQpqq

by

(5.2) π ÞÑ
ÿ

Xe

Jb

Trans
HMb

Jb
pJacHP pνqoppπqq b δ

1{2

P pνbq,

where Trans
HMb

Jb
denotes the transfer of distributions from HMb

pQpq to JbpQpq and

GrothpJbpQpqq denotes the Grothendieck group of admissible representations of

JbpQpq and GrothstpHpQpqq is the subgroup of GrothpHpQpqq consisting of those
elements with stable distribution character.

Our aim in this subsection is to establish the theorem below using the results of
[BM21a].

Theorem 5.6. Let pH, s, Lηq be a refined elliptic endoscopic datum of GU. Let
ψ : WQp Ñ LGU be a supercuspidal Langlands parameter such that there exists

a Langlands parameter ψH of H with ψ “ Lη ˝ φH. Then we have the following
equality in GrothpGUpQpq ˆWEµq:

ÿ

bPBpQp,GU,´µq

MantGU,b,µpRedH
e

b pSΘψHqq “

ÿ

ρ

ÿ

πpPΠψpGU,̺q

xπp, ηpsqy
trpηpsq | Vρq

dim ρ
πp b rρb | ¨ |´xρGU,µys,

where the first sum on the right-hand side is over irreducible factors of the repre-
sentation r´µ ˝ ψ and Vρ is the ρ-isotypic part of r´µ ˝ ψ.
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This theorem is [BM21a, Theorem 6.4]. To verify this theorem we essentially
just need to check a number of hypotheses from [BM21a].

First, we need a global group GU such that GUQp – GU and such that there
exists a Shimura variety pGU, Xq of PEL type such that the global conjugacy class

of cocharacters tµu of yGU associated to X localizes to the conjugacy class of µ.
Since µ is assumed minuscule, its weights are equal to 1 and 0. In particular, µ
is determined by a pair pp, qq such that p ` q “ n and p denotes the number of 1
weights and q denotes the number of 0 weights.

We fix n an odd positive integer and define GU to be the group GUpp, qq
coming from the hermitian form Ip,q as in Section 2. Following [Mor10, §2.1], we
have a PEL Shimura pGU, Xq for this group (in Morel’s notation, this is the datum
pGU,X , hq). As we observed in Section 2, the group GU can be equipped with the
structure of an extended pure inner twist p̺, zq. As in [BM21b], this twist gives us
for each refined endoscopic datum pH, s, ηq of GU a normalized transfer factor at
each place v.

We observe that, in accordance with [BM21a, §4.1, §5.1 ], we have GUder is
simply connected and GUQp is unramified. The center ZpGUq is isomorphic to
ResE{QGm which has split rank equal to 1. Since E{Q is an imaginary quadratic
extension, the split rank of ZpGUqR also equals 1.

We verify that GU satisfies the Hasse principle. By [Kot84, Lemma 4.3.1] it
suffices to show that ker1pQ,GU{GUderq “ ker1pQ,Gmq vanishes but this latter
group is trivial.

We now note an important difference between the exposition in [BM21a, §4] and
our current situation. This is that the group GU will not in general be anisotropic
modulo center. For this reason, the stabilization of the trace formula carried out in
that paper does not carry over exactly to our case. Instead, we use Morel’s work
on the cohomology of these Shimura varieties to establish the desired stabiliza-
tion. However, Morel’s work is on the intersection cohomology of Shimura varieties
whereas we need to study compactly supported cohomology. We introduce some
necessary notation.

Let K Ă GUpAf q be a compact open subgroup that factors as KpKp where
Kp is a hyperspecial subgroup of GUpQpq. Following the notation of [Mor10],
we let MKpGU,X q˚ be the Baily-Borel-Satake compactification of the Shimura
variety MKpGU,X q. Fix primes p and ℓ and an algebraic representation V of
GU. Choose the highest weight of V to be ‘sufficiently regular’ in the sense of
[Ngu19, Def. 2.2.10]. Let L Ă C be a number field containing the field of definition
of V and let λ be a place of L over ℓ. Then let ICKV denote the intersection
complex on MKpGU,X q˚ with coefficients in V . Then we define an element W I

λ

in the Grothendieck group of HK ˆ GalpQ{Eµq representations by

W I
λ :“

ÿ

iě0

p´1qirHipMKpGU,X q˚
Q
, ICKVQqs.

Similarly, we let F be the local system on MKpGU,X q associated to V and de-
fine the elementWC

λ in the Grothendieck group ofHKˆGalpQ{Eµq representations
by

WC
λ :“

ÿ

iě0

p´1qirHi
cpM

KpGU,X q
Q
,Fqs.
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Let f8 P HK and assume that f8 factors as f8 “ fp,81Kp . Fix a place p of
Eµ above p and let Φp be a lift of of the geometric Frobenius at p. We will often
consider functions f P GUpAq such that f “ f8f8 where f8 is stable cuspidal
and at some finite place v, we have f “ fv,8fv and fv is cuspidal. For instance, fv
could be a coefficient for a supercuspidal representation. Recall that these terms
were defined in Section 4.2.

Lemma 5.7. Suppose that f is cuspidal at a finite place. Then we have trpWC
λ |

f8 ˆ φ
j
pq “ trpW I

λ | f8 ˆ φ
j
pq.

Proof. Indeed, this follows from the fact we have a natural Γ-equivariant morphism
for each i

(5.3) Hi
cpM

KpGU,X qQ,Fq Ñ HipMKpGU,X q˚
Q
, ICKVQq

and the cuspidal part of HipMKpGU,X q˚
Q
, ICKV

Q
q lies in the image of this map

(see, for instance, [Ngu19, Proposition 3.2]). �

We now remark on the definitions of the functions fH, f
pjq
H

P HpHpAqq defined
in [BM21a, §4] and [Mor10, §6.2] respectively. Morel’s normalization of transfer
factors away from p and 8 is arbitrary up to the global constaint given by [Kot86,

6.10b]. At v ‰ p,8 the definitions of fH and f
pjq
H

coincide up to differences
in transfer factor normalization. At p, Morel normalizes her transfer factors as in
[Kot90, pg180]. If one chooses a different normalization at p, then Kottwitz explains

([Kot90, pg180-181]) how to modify the function f
pjq
H,p by a constant such that it

satisfies and analogous fundamental lemma formula. At v “ 8, Morel uses the

normalization given on [Kot90, pg184]. We can again modify the function f
pjq
H,8 by

a constant so that it satisfies the same formulas. Hence, so long as one modifies the
normalizations of the transfer factors at each place in such as way that the global

constraint is still satisfied, one gets an analogous modification of the function f
pjq
H

such that it satisfies the same transfer formulas. By examining the constructions

at each place, it is clear that if f
pjq
H

is modified to be compatible with our chosen

normalization of transfer factors, then the functions f
pjq
H

and fH can be chosen to
be equal.

Since the transfer of a cuspidal function is cuspidal [Art96, Lemma 3.4] and fH
8

is stable cuspidal by definition, we have that fH satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma
5.7 and Lemma 4.6. In particular, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 5.8. Suppose f8 is a cuspidal at a finite place and factors as fp,81Kp.
Then

trpWC
λ | f8 ˆ φ

j
pq “

ÿ

pH,s,ηqPEpGUq

ιpGU,HqSTH

ellpbHf
Hq.

Proof. By Lemma 5.7 and [Mor10, Theorem 7.1.7] (keeping in mind her remark
that the result holds for general p) we have

trpWC
λ | f8 ˆ φ

j
pq “

ÿ

pH,s,ηqPEpGUq

ιpGU,HqSTHpfHq.

Now, we apply Lemma 4.6 to the righthand side to get the desired equality. �
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At this point, we have finished using the work of Morel and have arrived at the
formula [BM21a, Equation (4.17)]. We now need to show that we can perform the
destabilization procedure as in [BM21a, §4.7]. To do so we need to prove that we
have a sufficiently good theory of the Langlands correspondence for GU and its
localizations. Globally, we will work with “automorphic parameters” in the style
of [Kal+14] and [Art13b] and as we defined in 2.4. Since our ultimate goal is to
prove a local formula, these parameters are sufficient for our purpose. We list the
following properties we need and where these facts have been proven.

(1) We need a construction of local Arthur packets of generic parameters at all
localizations of GU and descriptions of the elements in each local A-packet
in terms of representations of the various centralizer groups (Theorem 2.16).

(2) The local packets must satisfy the endoscopic character identities (Section
3).

(3) A local generic A-packet contains a K-unramified representation if and only
if the parameter is unramified. In the case that an A-parameter is unram-
ified, this K-unramified representation is unique (Subsection 4.1).

(4) We need a construction for global Arthur packets for generic “v-cuspidal”
parameters. These consist of parameters that are supercuspidal at some
fixed local place v. We need a description of the global A-packet in terms
of the local packets (Section 2.4).

(5) We need v-cuspidal parameters to satisfy a version of [BM21a, Proposition
3.10] (this is discussed in [Art13b, pg 36]).

(6) We need a decomposition of the generic v-cuspidal part of L2
discpGUpQqzGUpAqq

in terms of global Arthur packets and this decomposition should satisfy the
global multiplicity formula (Section 2.4).

(7) We need to attach to a global generic parameter a global Galois representa-
tion whose localizations at each place are compatible with the corresponding
localization of the global parameter (Subsection 4.4).

With these properties in hand, we can now apply the results of Section 4.2 (which
is analogous to [BM21a, Assumption 4.8]) to get

trpWC
λ | f8 ˆ φ

j
pq “

ÿ

pH,s,ηqPEpGUq

ιpGU,HqSTH

discpf
Hq.

Following the argument of [BM21a, §4.7], we derive the formula
(5.4)

trpWC
λ | f8φ

j
pq “

ÿ

rψs

ÿ

ν

ÿ

π8PΠψ8 pGU,ziso,8q

mpπ8, νqνpsψqp´1qqpGUqtrpπ8 | f8qbV pψ, νqλ,

in the Grothendieck group of GpAf q ˆ ΓE-modules where the first sum is over
equivalence classes of v-cuspidal parameters.

Suppose πf is a representation of GUpAf q appearing in the cohomology of
Shimura varieties whose associated automorphic A-parameter is v-cuspidal. We
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need to compute the πf -isotypic part, WC
λ pπf q, of WC

λ . To do so, we apply the
argument at the end of [BM21a, §4.7] along with the following lemma.

Lemma 5.9. Suppose πf is an admissible representation of GUpAf q such that the
A-parameter at v is supercuspidal. There exists a compact open K Ă GUpAf q
such that πKf ‰ H and K factors as KvKv and there exists a v-cuspidal function

f8 P HpGUpAf q,Kq such that trpπf | f8q ‰ 0 and for any π1
f with nontrivial

K-invariants and appearing in either WC
λ or

ÿ

rψs

ÿ

ν

ÿ

π8PΠψ8 pG,ziso,8q

mpπ8, νqνpsψqp´1qqpGqpπ8q b V pψ, νqλ,

we have

trpπ1
f | f8q “ 0.

Proof. The set R1 of isomorphism classes of π1
f satisfying the above conditions is

finite. Hence we can find a function fv,8 such that trppπ1
f qv | fv,8q “ 0 for all

π1
f P R1 unless pπ1

f qv – πvf in which case the trace is nonzero. Now, at v we

have that pπf qv is supercuspidal and so we choose fv P HpGUpQvq,Kvq to be
a coefficient for pπf qv. Then fv,8fv has the desired properties. Indeed any π1

f

not isomorphic to πf will differ from πf either at v or away from it, and hence
trpπ1

f | fv,8fvq “ 0. �

Following the argument at the end of [BM21a, §4.7] we conclude that
(5.5)

WC
λ pπf q “ p

ÿ

rψs

ÿ

ν

ÿ

π8PΠψ8 pG,ziso,8q

mpπ8, νqνpsψqp´1qqpGqpπ8q b V pψ, νqλqpπf q

in GrothpGUpAf q ˆWEµq.
We now need to show that a similar result holds for the compactly supported

cohomology of Igusa varieties. In this case the stabilization in [BM21a, §5] does not
require that GU is anisotropic modulo center and so that argument goes through
essentially unchanged. The only difference is that we only prove the equality of
STH

ellpf
Hq and STH

discpf
Hq in the case that fH

8 is cuspidal at a finite place. In
particular, this means that when we compute the πf -isotypic part of the cohomology
of Igusa varieties, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.10. Suppose πf is an irreducible admissible representation of GUpApf qˆ

JbpQpq such that the corresponding local A-parameter at v is supercuspidal. Let
K Ă GUpApf q ˆ JbpQpq be a compact open subgroup such that πKf ‰ H and K

factors as Kv,pKvKp. Let R be a finite set of isomorphism classes of irreducible
admissible GUpApf q ˆ JbpQpq representations such that πf P R. Then there exists

a v-cuspidal function f8 P HpGUpApf q ˆ JbpQpq,Kq that is acceptable in the sense

of [Shi09, Definition 6.2] such that f8 factors as fp,v,8fpfv and trpπ1
f | f8q ‰ 0

for π1
f P R if and only if π1

f – πf .

Proof. Consider the linear map from v-cuspidal functions to C|R| given by f8 ÞÑ
ptrpπ1 | f8q, ..., trpπn | f8qq where R “ tπ1, ..., πnu. It suffices to show this map
is surjective. If the map is not surjective, then its image is a proper subspace and
hence lies in a hyperplane of C|R|. Hence we can find some element c1, ..., cn P CrRs
such that for all v-cuspidal f8, we have c1trpπ1 | f8q ` ...` cntrpπn | f8q “ 0.
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Now, by the argument of [Shi09, Lemma 6.4] and also [Shi09, Lemma 6.3] it
follows that every f8 “ fp,v,8fpfv that is cuspidal at v satisfies

trpc1π1 ` ... ` cnπn | f8q “ 0.

By the argument of Lemma 5.9, we can find an f8 that does not vanish at c1π1 `
...` cnπn. This is a contradiction and implies our desired result. �

At this point, we have verified the assumptions of §4 and §5 of [BM21a]. It
remains to check those of §6. We first note that the Mantovan formula is known for
the PEL type Shimura varieties we consider. Indeed this is [LS18, Theorem 6.32].

It remains to check Assumptions 6.2 and 6.3 of [BM21a]. We record some useful
lemmas.

Lemma 5.11. Suppose π is a discrete automorphic representation of GUpAq con-
tained in an A-packet Π. Suppose further that the infinitesimal character of π8

is sufficiently regular in the sense of [Ngu19, Def. 2.2.10]. Then the A-parameter
associated to Π is generic.

Proof. Standard. For instance see [Kal+14, Lemma 4.3.1]. �

Lemma 5.12. Suppose π is a discrete automorphic representation of GUpAq con-
tained in an A-packet and such that π8 has sufficiently regular infinitesimal char-
acter. Then this is the unique A-packet containing π8. Moreover, if rπ is another
discrete automorphic representation of GUpAq such that rπ8 has sufficiently regu-
lar infinitesinal character and such that π8 – rπ8 then π and rπ are in the same
A-packet.

Proof. Suppose that π belongs to two A-packets with associated A-parameters

p 9ψ1, χ1q and p 9ψ2, χ2q. Since χ1 and χ2 correspond to the central character of π,

they are equal. We need to show that 9ψ1, 9ψ2 are also equal. At almost all finite

unramified places v where πv is unramified, the localizations p 9ψ1qv and p 9ψ2qv are
equal. Indeed, our sufficiently regular assumption implies that these parameters
are generic. Following [Mok15, pg 189], these local parameters factor through LM

where M is the minimal Levi subgroup of UEv{Qv pnq and correspond to the same
spherical parameter of M (for more details, see [Mok15], page 189). This implies

that 9ψn1 and 9ψn2 give rise to the same Hecke string. Then, by [JS81], [Art13a, The-

orem 4.3] we see that 9ψ1 and 9ψ2 are equal. It is clear that the second statement
also follows from exactly the same argument. �

Before verifying Assumptions on 6.2 and 6.3 of [BM21a], we need to understand
the effect of an unramified twist on the MantGU,b,µ map. Let c : GUpQpq ÝÑ Qˆ

p be
the similitude factor character. For b non-basic, the group JbpQpq is an inner form
of a Levi subgroup MbpQpq of GUpQpq. Then the similitude character c restricted to
MbpQpq can be transferred to JbpQpq. Hence by abuse of language, we also denote
c the corresponding character on JbpQpq.

Lemma 5.13. Let pEp, ˚, V, x¨|¨y,GU, µ, bq be an unramified unitary Rapoport–Zink

PEL datum and suppose ω : Qˆ
p ÝÑ Q

ˆ
ℓ is an unramified character. Then the

following holds in GrothpGUpQpq ˆWEpq

MantGU,b,µpρ b pω ˝ cqq “ MantGU,b,µpρq b pω ˝ cq b pω ˝Art´1
Ep

q.
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Proof. This lemma is an analogue of [Shi12b, Lemma 4.9] and the same proof
applies in our situation. Thus we just briefly give an idea of how to proceed.

Define a character χ of JbpQpq ˆ GUpQpq ˆWEp by

χ :“ pω ˝ cq b pω ˝ cq b pω ˝Art´1
Ep

q.

Then we prove that there is an isomorphism of Qℓ-vector spaces

Hj
c pMKp ,Qℓq » Hj

c pMKp ,Qℓq b χ

compatible with the action of JbpQpq ˆ pKpzGUpQpq{Kpq ˆWEp .
Notice there is a JbpQpq-equivariant map ι : MKp ÝÑ ∆ :“ HomZpX˚pGUq,Zq

([RZ96, sec. 3.52]) and moreover there is a natural way to define an action of
JbpQpq ˆ GUpQpq ˆ WEp on ∆ such that the map ι is equivariant with respect to
JbpQpq ˆ pKpzGUpQpq{Kpq ˆWEp ([Far04, remark 2.6.11]).

We can prove the lemma by using the fact that χ acts trivially on pJbpQpq ˆ
pKpzGUpQpq{Kpq ˆWEpq1 and

lim
ÝÑ
Kp

Hj
c pMKp ,Qℓq » c ´ ind

JbpQpqˆpKpzGUpQpq{KpqˆWEp

pJbpQpqˆpKpzGUpQpq{KpqˆWEp q1

´
lim
ÝÑ
Kp

Hj
c pM

p0q
Kp
,Qℓq

¯

where M
p0q
Kp

is the inverse image of 0 by ι and pJbpQpq ˆ pKpzGUpQpq{Kpq ˆWEpq1

is the subgroup of JbpQpq ˆ pKpzGUpQpq{Kpq ˆWEp that acts trivially on ∆.
�

We can now settle Assumption 6.2 in the cases we need. Let πp be a representa-
tion of GUpQpq and π1 a discrete automorphic representation of GUpAq such that
pπ1qp – πp. Suppose further that π8

1 appears in either the formula for the coho-
mology of Igusa varieties orWC

λ . Then since V has sufficiently regular infinitesimal
character, it follows that the same is true of pπ1q8. Now suppose π2 is a discrete
automorphic representation of GUpAq appearing in either of the above formulas
and such that π8

1 – π8
2 . We then have by Lemma 5.12 that π2 and π1 are in the

same packet.
We now tackle Assumption 6.3 of [BM21a]. For a fixed supercuspidal represen-

tation πp with local parameter φp, we have the local centralizer group Sφp . For any
global A-parameter ψ such that ψp “ φp, we have a natural embedding Sψ ãÑ Sφp .
The formula immediately before Assumption 6.3 of [BM21a] includes a sum indexed
over a set of representatives Xψ of Sψ. We must show that we can pick different
globalizations, ψ, of φp to derive the formula below assumption 6.2 for each element
of Sψp .

Suppose first that s P Sφp projects to the identity element of Sφp . Then by
Construction 4.3.1 we can choose ψ so that the image of Sψ in Sψp is t˘su and
the packet ΠψppGUpQpq, ρGUq differs from the packet ΠφppGUpQpq, ρGUq by an
unramified twist of the form ω ˝ c. Then we simply pick Xψ to contain the unique
element of Sψ mapping to s. This establishes the formula for s projecting to the

identity of Sψp . By Lemma 5.13, we obtain the formula for s projecting to the

identity of Sφp .
Now suppose pick s P Sφp that projects to a non-identity element. By Construc-

tion 4.3.2, we may choose ψ such that the image of Sψ in Sψp is precisely t˘s,˘Idu
and the packet ΠψppGUpQpq, ρGUq differs from the packet ΠφppGUpQpq, ρGUq by
an unramified twist of the form ω ˝ c. Choose Xψ to contain the unique elements
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mapping to s, Id and denote these xs and xId respectively. Then each side of the
formula before Assumption 6.2 for the parameter ψp has two terms indexed by xs
and xId respectively. Again, by Lemma 5.13, we can draw the same formula for
φp. The xId terms are already known to be equal by the previous paragraph. It
therefore follows that the xs terms are equal as well.

This completes the verification of Theorem 5.6.

6. Proof of the main theorem

To prove the Kottwitz conjecture for the groups we consider, we use Theorem
5.6.

First of all, we show that

RedH
e

b p
ÿ

πHPΠ
ψH

xπH, sψHyπHqq “ 0

for b non basic, pH, s, ηq an elliptic endoscopic datum of GU and ψ a supercuspidal
parameter.

Indeed, the parameter ψH is again a supercuspidal L-parameter. In particular,
the representations πH are supercuspidal. Now by definition we have

RedH
e

b “
ÿ

Xe

Jb

δ
1

2

P pνbq b Trans
HMb

Jb
JacHP pνqop

As b is non-basic, the group Jb is an inner form of a proper Levi subgroup of
GU. Suppose that P pνqop = H. In this case H equals HM and is isomorphic to
an endoscopic group of Jb. This is a contradiction because by the classification
of the endoscopic groups of GU and its Levi subgroups, we know that the elliptic
endoscopic groups of GU are not endoscopic groups of any proper Levi subgroup
of GU. We conclude that P pνqop is a proper parabolic subgroup of H so that

RedH
e

b p
ÿ

πHPΠ
ψH

xπH, sψHyπHqq “ 0,

as desired.
Now, for b basic, the main formula of Theorem 5.6 becomes

MantGU,b,µpTransHJbp
ÿ

πHPΠ
ψH

xπH, 1yπHqq “
ÿ

ρ

ÿ

πPΠψpGU,̺q

xπ, ηpsqy
trpηpsq | Vρq

dim ρ
rπsrρb|¨|´xρGU,µys.

Simplifying the left-hand side using the endoscopic character identities gives

MantGU,b,µp
ÿ

πJb
PΠψpJb,̺bq

xπJb , ηpsqyπJbq “
ÿ

ρ

ÿ

πPΠψ

xπ, ηpsqy
trpηpsq | Vρq

dim ρ
rπsrρb|¨|´xρGU,µys.

Now, fix πJb P ΠψpJb, ̺bq and multiply the above equation by xπJb , ηpsqy´1. Then

one can check that both sides only depend on the projection ηpsq P Sψ. We then

average over Sψ. This gives equality between

MantGU,b,µ

¨
˝ 1

|Sψ |

ÿ

sPSψ

ÿ

π1
Jb

PΠψpJbq

xπJb , sy
´1xπ1

Jb
, syπ1

Jb

˛
‚
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and

1

|Sψ|

ÿ

sPSψ

ÿ

ρ

ÿ

πPΠψpGU,̺q

xπJb , sy
´1xπ, sy

trps | Vρq

dim ρ
rπsrρb | ¨ |´xρGU,µys.

Now, for any irreducible representation χ of Sψ, we have 1

|Sψ|

ř
sPSψ

χpsq is 1 if χ is

trivial and 0 otherwise. Hence we get the equality

MantGU,b,µpπJbq “
1

|Sψ |

ÿ

sPSψ

ÿ

ρ

ÿ

πPΠψpGU,̺q

xπJb , sy
´1xπ, sy

trps | Vρq

dim ρ
rπsrρb|¨|´xρGU,µys.

We now isolate the term for a fixed πGU P ΠψpGU, ̺q and representation ρ. It is

1

|Sψ|

ÿ

sPSψ

xπJb , sy
´1xπGU, sy

trps | Vρq

dim ρ
rπGUsrρb | ¨ |´xρGU,µys,

which equals

dimHom
Sψ

pιwpπJbq b ιwpπGUq_, Vρq

dim ρ
rπGUsrρb | ¨ |´xρGU,µys.

This equals

rπGUsrHom
Sψ

pιwpπJbq b ιwpπGUq_, Vρq b | ¨ |´xρGU,µys.

Hence summing over ρ, we get

MantGU,b,µpπJbq “
ÿ

πGUPΠψpGU,̺q

rπGUsrHom
Sψ

pιwpπJbqbιwpπGUq_, r´µ˝ψqb|¨|´xρGU,µys.

In conclusion we have proven

Theorem 6.1 (Kottwitz Conjecture). For irreducible admissible representations
πJb of JbpQpq with supercuspidal L-parameter ψ, we have the following equality in
GrothpGpQpq ˆWEµq:

MantG,b,µpρq “
ÿ

πGUPΠψρ pGq

rπGUsrHom
Sψρ

pιwpπJbqbιwpπGUq_, r´µ˝ψqb|¨|´xρG ,µys.
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